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Introduction

P

ersonalized cancer medicine is defined as medical care based on the
particular biological characteristics of the disease process in individual patients. By using genomics and proteomics, individuals can
be classified into subpopulations based on their susceptibility to a particular
disease or response to a specific treatment. They may then be given preventive or therapeutic interventions that will be most effective given their
particular characteristics.
In oncology, personalized medicine has the potential to be especially
influential in patient treatment because of the complexity and heterogeneity
of each form of cancer. However, the current classifications of cancer are not
as useful as they need to be for making treatment decisions; current cancer
classification evolved from morphology and may be misleading because it
does not take into account abnormalities at the molecular level. As a result,
treatment needs to evolve toward a focus on targeted treatments based on
individual characterizations of the disease.
Although this concept has great promise, a number of policy issues
must be clarified and resolved before personalized medicine can reach its
full potential. These include technological, regulatory, and reimbursement
Â�hurdles. To explore those challenges, the National Cancer Policy Forum held
a workshop, “Policy Issues in the Development of Personalized Medicine in
Oncology,” in Washington, DC, on June 8 and 9, 2009. At this workshop
experts gave presentations and commentary on the following areas:
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• The current state of the art of personalized medicine technology,
including obstacles to its development and use by clinicians and
patients.
• The current approaches to test validation, including analytic validity, clinical validity, and clinical utility.
• The regulation of personalized medicine technologies, including the
approaches’ shortcomings.
• Reimbursement hurdles that can hamper both the development and
use of personalized medicine technologies.
• Potential solutions to the technological, regulatory, and reimbursement obstacles to personalized medicine.
This document is a summary of the conference proceedings, which
will be used by an Institute of Medicine (IOM) committee to develop
Â�consensus-based recommendations for moving the field of personalized
cancer medicine forward. The views expressed in this summary are those
of the speakers and discussants, as attributed to them, and are not the consensus views of the participants of the workshop or of the members of the
National Cancer Policy Forum.

Personalized Cancer Medicine
Technology

S

everal speakers illustrated both the accomplishments of personalized cancer medicine and the challenges that remain ahead, using
examples in the treatment of leukemia, breast, colon, and lung cancer.
These speakers discussed a number of tests that predict patient response to
specific cancer treatments, including tests for the following:
• HER2, which predicts a patient with breast cancer’s response to
Herceptin.
• Estrogen receptors, which predict a patient with breast cancer’s
response to tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors.
• Mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which
are predictive of a patient with lung cancer’s response to drugs such
as gefitinib or erlotinib. The mutations also predict response when
drugs that target EGFR are used in combination with other cytotoxic chemotherapies.
• Mutations in the KRAS protein that play an important role in
EGFR signaling, and predict an individual’s response to colon
Â�cancer drugs that act on this receptor, such as cetuximab.
• Mutations in the tyrosine kinase receptor FLT3, which confer resistance to drugs that target the receptor in patients with leukemia.
• Gene expression variations in tumors that predict breast cancer
recurrence (Oncotype DX, MammaPrint).
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• Drug metabolism genetic variants that predict adverse reactions to
the cancer drug irinotecan.
Many of the tests that are predictive of a therapeutic response (hereinafter, in this report, “predictive tests”) have regulatory approval and are
the standard of care for certain cancer treatments. The breast cancer drug
Herceptin, as well as the tests that indicate patients likely to respond to it,
has been on the market since 1998 and has been used to treat half a million
patients (Roche, 2008). More than 100,000 Oncotype Dx tests, a gene
expression test that predicts a patient’s benefit from chemotherapy as well
as breast cancer recurrence, have also been used to determine treatment
planning since the test came on the market in 2004 (Genomic Health,
2009). About half of all estrogen-positive breast tumors in the United States
are being evaluated with this preditive test, estimated Dr. Steven Shak of
Genomic Health, the test’s developer. In addition, the UGT1A1 molecular
assay has Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance for patients with
colorectal cancer who are considering taking Camptosar (irinotecan), and
tests for KRAS are approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMEA)
to predict patients’ response to panitumumab and cetuximab therapy in
colorectal cancer. Phase III clinical trials have recently confirmed the
predictive value of EGFR mutations for response to gefitinib (Iressa) and
erlotinib (Tarveva), leading the EMEA to announce its approval of gefitinib as a treatment for lung tumors that have activating EGFR mutations
(AstraZeneca, 2009).
Predictive tests can be useful in health care because they often calculate
an individual’s response to treatment better than other clinical indicators,
said Dr. Bruce E. Johnson of the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. For example,
non-smoking women with a particular type of lung cancer are more likely
to respond to erlotinib or gefitinib than other patients with lung cancer.
Patients meeting these clinical characteristics have a median progression-free
survival (PFS) of about 6 months, compared to a median PFS of less than
3 months in individuals without these clinical features. However, median
PFS was nearly 15 months in individuals with EGFR mutations that predict
response to erlotinib, versus only about 2 months in individuals without
these mutations (see Figures 1a and 1b). Dr. Johnson and Dr. Rafael Amado
of GlaxoSmithKline noted the importance of showing, with appropriately

â•‹A

similar decision was made by the FDA shortly after the workshop.
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FIGURE 1aâ•‡ Clinically enriched patients. Non-smoking women with a particular type
of lung cancer are more likely to respond to erlotinib or gefitinib than other patients with
lung cancer. Patients meeting these clinical characteristics have a median progression-free
survival (PFS) of about 6 months.
SOURCES: Johnson presentation (June 8, 2009); Bruce Johnson and David Jackman,
Figure 1a
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.
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designed clinical trials, that a predictive test truly predicts response to treatment, rather than indicating a prognosis independent of treatment.
A potential benefit of predictive tests is that they limit the number of
individuals who will have an adverse or ineffective response to a therapeutic
treatment. For example, the use of Oncotype DX reduces overall chemotherapy use by at least 20 percent (Shak, 2009). “There are a number of
patients who are no longer receiving therapy uselessly, and there has been
a lot of money saved,” said Dr. Amado. However, Dr. Mark Ratain of the
University of Chicago Hospitals said that “the more we learn, the more we
know we don’t know.” Deciphering the clinical implications of predictive
tests can be challenging, even when they assess the function of just one key
protein. Genetic assessments are likely to become more complex in the
future. As a result, it will become necessary for researchers to develop multiple predictive tests that indicate the function of many, if not all, the nodes
on those pathways that play crucial roles in the development or progression
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FIGURE 1bâ•‡ Genomically defined patients. Median progression-free survival (PFS) was
nearly 15 months in individuals with lung cancer and epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) mutations that predict response to erlotinib, versus only about 2 months in
individuals without these mutations.
SOURCES: Johnson presentation (June 8, 2009); Bruce Johnson and David Jackman,
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.
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of various cancers. Dr. Stephen Friend of Sage Bionetworks suggested that
because of redundant backup pathways and feedback loops, scientists need
to model and consider entire pathway networks when developing predictive tests.
Deciphering the Clinical Implications
Dr. Donald Small of the Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center
illustrated some of the difficulties of making treatment decisions based on
the results of predictive tests. For example, treatment decisions for patients
with acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) are often based on the results of
tests for mutations on the tyrosine kinase receptor FLT3. This receptor plays
a role in stimulating the proliferation of blood stem cells and dendritic cells
of the immune system. Researchers have discovered a number of mutations
on this gene, as well as in the DNA stretch that controls its activation,
which affect the responsiveness of patients with AML to FLT3 inhibitor
drugs. However, the mere presence of specific mutations does not determine
responsiveness to anti-FLT3 treatment. Rather, the ratio of the mutant gene
to the wild-type allele predicts responsiveness (Smith et al., 2004). Patients

PERSONALIZED CANCER MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY



with the lowest ratio of the mutant gene to the wild-type allele have the
best clinical prognosis (Figure 2) (Meshinchi et al., 2006). Complicating
the clinical decision making, however, is evidence that patients with FLT3
mutations who receive a bone marrow transplant have similar outcomes to
those patients without mutations. As a result, some clinicians are inclined
to treat patients with AML with a bone marrow transplant, rather than
treating them with a FLT3 inhibitor.
Another example of how the development of predictive tests may outpace the clinical understanding of these tests is in the use of Oncotype DX.
A high recurrence score from an Oncotype DX test indicates those women
with estrogen receptor-positive (ER-positive), node-negative breast cancer
who are at high risk for relapse and most likely to benefit from adjuvant
chemotherapy. A low recurrence score indicates women who should only
receive hormonal therapy (Paik et al., 2006). However, the test does not
provide useful information on how women whose scores are in the middle
range should be treated. The clinical study, TailoRx, is currently assessing
the predictive value of these mid-range scores (NCI, 2009b), but in the
meantime clinicians are unsure what the best treatment is for women with
these intermediate scores.
“I recently tried to help a woman who had been diagnosed with a small
ER-positive breast cancer with no lymph node involvement,” said Amy
Bonoff of the National Breast Cancer Coalition. “But she had a gene assay
test that showed she was in the high middle range for risk of recurrence.
What should she do? No one has the answer to that. She now has a piece
of information that will keep her awake at night, and she really can’t make
medical decisions” based on it. Ms. Bonoff stressed that “for a biomarker to
be clinically meaningful it must improve patient outcomes in a meaningful
way, and predict disease outcome in the absence of treatment or guide the
use of therapy targeted to the marker.” Dr. Richard Schilsky of the University of Chicago and the Cancer and Leukemia Group B (CALGB), added,
“Biomarker development needs to start off by defining the intended use of
the test. If we can’t define what it’s going to be used for, why develop it?”
However, Dr. Shak noted that personalized medicine requires the integration of other prognostic factors, such as tumor size and grade, with genetic
factors. “These factors all need to be taken into account. Oncotype DX is
not a recipe,” he said.
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Increasing Complexity of Predictive Tests
The use of the KRAS test in patients with colorectal cancer demonstrates the need for more complex predictive testing, and a better understanding of how predictive tests work. It is standard practice to only treat
colorectal cancer patients with EGFR-targeting drugs if they have the KRAS
genetic profile that is likely to render them responsive to such treatment.
The use of KRAS genotyping results in a near doubling of response rate
and progression-free survival of patients with colorectal cancer treated with
these medicines, compared to an unselected patient population, Dr. Amado
said (Jonker et al., 2007). However, these are marginal results because the
response rate is still only about 20 percent in patients with the correct KRAS
genetic profile. “Clearly there’s more beyond KRAS,” he said.
KRAS is a node on one of two pathways thought to be essential for
EGFR signaling. A key node on the other pathway is P13K (Figure 3)
(Scaltriti and Baselga, 2006). Recent data reveal that mutations in KRAS
do not affect an individual’s sensitivity to anti-EGFR treatments. Instead,
mutations in an effector protein downstream from KRAS, called B-Raf,
predicts response to anti-EGFR treatment independent of KRAS mutations
(Di Nicolantonio et al., 2008). About 10 percent of colorectal patients
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FIGURE 3â•‡ EGFR signal transduction.
SOURCE: Amado presentation (June 8, 2009).
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have B-Raf mutations, 30 percent have wild-type KRAS with B-Raf, and
60 percent have B-Raf mutations and wild-type KRAS. Mutations in either
of these two genes predicts lack of response to cetuximab (Di Nicolantonio
et al., 2008). Preliminary data also suggest that levels of expression of certain
ligand proteins (AREG or EREG) predict responsiveness to anti-EGFR
treatment in colorectal cancer patients independent of KRAS status. One
study found that a “combimarker” (i.e., detecting KRAS mutations and
expression levels of these ligand proteins) could select a population with
an overall survival ratio of .43, compared to a ratio of .7 if no markers are
used to select patients (Jonker et al., 2009). “What these data are suggesting
is that it’s not really about a single node in the pathway, but rather about
the pathway itself,” said Dr. Amado. “If we’re looking at genes in isolation,
we may make incremental movement forward, but ideally in the future, we
should have techniques that are really looking down that pathway that’s
activated for individual tumors. Hopefully our predictive test capability will
evolve in that direction.”
Aiding that evolution are genomics technologies, which give Â�researchers
the opportunity to assay large sets of genetic markers simultaneously to
determine the “genetic signatures” that correlate with prognosis and/or
responsiveness to treatment. Dr. Friend described several predictive tests that
examine large sets of genetic markers that use this technology, including an
FDA-cleared, 70-gene expression test called MammaPrint, which predicts
women likely to experience a recurrence of their breast cancer, and the Oncotype DX test (Paik et al., 2004; van’t Veer et al., 2002). He pointed out that
genetic signatures can distinguish between tumors that are ER positive and
negative and those that are HER2 positive and negative, suggesting that the
signatures correlate well with the underlying biology of the tumors.
Dr. Friend also described research that used cells in culture or tumor
cells in mice to discern the groups of genes that are upregulated or downregulated by RAS or RAS inhibitors (Bild et al., 2006; Blum et al., 2007;
Sweet-Cordero et al., 2005). This work revealed that whole sets of genes can
act like switches—turn on or off—in response to certain drugs or proteins.
He suggested that research should focus on identifying genetic signatures
in patients’ tumors that indicate whether their cancer-promoting pathways
are likely to be blocked by treatment. For example, Dr. Friend and his
colleagues developed a 147-gene signature that assesses the ras pathway
as a whole, and identifies, with greater than 90 percent sensitivity, KRASmutant lung tumors and cancer cell lines (Friend, 2009).
Interestingly, there is an overlap of only one gene in the Â�MammaPrint
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and Oncotype DX genetic signature, and an overlap of 14 genes in the
Merck ras genetic signature and another ras signature (Friend, 2009).
Dr. Friend stressed the importance of ascertaining why there is not more
overlap between the various genetic signatures that predict the same outcomes, and noted that as more signatures are developed, it will be difficult
to decide which ones are the best ones to put into practice.
Dr. Friend also called for a better understanding of the pathways being
tested. More insight is needed into the overarching causal mechanisms that
are driving the cancer, including an awareness of redundant feedback loops
he called networks, which become active when the pathways are blocked.
“Not only do you have to have the markers, but you also have to understand the pathway and the network that’s sitting behind it,” he said. “If you
look at the data that are coming, the data are miniscule compared to what’s
going to happen in the next 5 or 10 years. We’ll have the ability to have a
DNA sequence across the entire tumor on most patients and then look also
at expression profiling, because you can do it at the same time.” Dr. Ratain
concurred, stating that “our current strategy in pharmacogenomics is to collect DNA samples in conjunction with large clinical trials and to perform
genome-wide typing to identify candidates associated with both toxicity
and efficacy. Then we can conduct replication studies using samples from
other similar studies, and perform mechanistic studies to confirm function.”
A recent study used such a strategy to show a genomic basis for an adverse
reaction to statin treatment (statin myopathy) (Search Collaborative Group
et al., 2008). “This shows the power of genome-wide association for disÂ�
covery of functional variants,” Dr. Ratain said.
Dr. Friend stressed the need to integrate different types of genomic
information, and using Bayesian approaches, build up probabilistic causal
models of disease that go beyond just looking at markers on a pathway.
He and his colleagues used such an approach to build a model of obesity
that indicated that nine genes were key players in the disorder (Schadt et
al., 2005). A validation study then showed that eight of those nine genes
modulate obesity when they are overexpressed, altered, or knocked out
(Yang et al., 2009). “We can now build predictive, causal networks,” he said.
“When you go to a tumor state, instead of ranking genes that are altered,
we think it’s much better to actually look at the networks that are broken
and reassociate them” (Figure 4).
However, such assessments require collaboration on a large scale. “No
one company or institution should or could build these probabilistic causal
maps,” Dr. Friend said. “It won’t work if we work in fiefdoms. We need to
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create a commons where scientists can combine their datasets with others
to build network models. Chemists and physicists have used structures and
models of what they work on for decades. The irony is that doctors don’t.
They really don’t have molecular, physiologic models of disease, but rather
little pathway maps that have worked as examples.”
Dr. Friend recently formed a nonprofit organization called Sage
Â�Bionetworks. This organization will provide a commons for the creation
of disease models based on the assembly of coherent biomedical data into
probabilistic and integrative bionetworks models (Friend, 2009). These
models evolve via modifications made by contributor scientists. The ultimate mission of Sage is to accelerate the elimination of human diseases.
Dr. Robert Mass of Genentech, Inc., agreed on the importance of
going beyond gene expression data to understand the underlying tumor
biology, but noted that even with that understanding, developing the
appropriate predictive tests can be difficult. For example, examination of
the HER2 tumor-promoting pathway led researchers at Genentech to discover that tumors responsive to Herceptin appeared to have dimerization
of HER2, with either HER1 or HER3 (Mass, 2009). However, detecting
HER2 dimerization in clinical samples is difficult to do because it requires
detecting phosphorylated HER2 or activated HER2—modified forms of
the proteins that are short-lived and difficult to detect in fresh tissue, and
virtually impossible to reliably detect in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
tissue, according to Dr. Mass. As a result, researchers had to detect downstream surrogate markers, such as low levels of HER3 in ovarian cancer
patients, as measured by quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), and HER2 amplification in breast cancer patients.
“It’s going to be complicated because we may be using different markers
for different groups of patients, which is a challenge to a drug developer,”
Dr. Mass said.
Adding to the complexity of developing personalized cancer medicine
is individual variability in how much of a given drug reaches its target,
Dr. Small pointed out. He noted that typically, the assays to test the effectiveness of drugs that target tyrosine kinase receptors, such as FLT3, are
done in the absence of fetal calf serum or similar compounds that mimic
the effects that bloodstream products have on the binding of a drug on its
target. Human plasma has numerous proteins that can bind to drugs. A
recent study indicated that binding can change the concentration of drugs
in the bloodstream from the nanomolar range to the micromolar range, he
said (Levis et al., 2006) (Figure 5). Different patients show different bind-
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ing to FTL3 inhibitors, as determined by assays with FLT3 inhibition using
patient serum. In leukemia cell lines, a drug could inhibit 80–90 percent
of FLT3 receptor activity in the presence of some patients’ serum, but only
achieve 60–70 percent inhibition in the presence of serum from other
patients. In addition, this study found that clinical response to these drugs
correlated with the degree of inhibition achieved in the assays (Smith et al.,
2004). “Shouldn’t we be individualizing drug dosing to attain sufficient
inhibition in all patients?” Dr. Small asked. “This is something that hasn’t
really been occurring in typical tyrosine kinase inhibitor trials.”
Non-genetic sources of variability also need to be considered, Dr. Ratain
pointed out. These include dose and schedule, disease severity, conÂ�comitant
conditions and use of other drugs, liver and kidney function, and age.
Because many new cancer treatments are oral drugs, the effect of diet on
their action needs to be considered, he added. “Although I spend most of
my life thinking about pharmacogenomics, particularly germ line, it all goes
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to naught if we don’t also consider these non-genetic issues,” Dr. Ratain
said. Dr. Fred Appelbaum of Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
concurred, saying, “In oncology, so many of our patients are elderly and have
a litany of comorbidities that hugely affect their tolerance to drugs and their
toxicities. It’s easier to look at genes and profiling. It’s very hard to get all the
data necessary to list all the comorbidities that will influence toxicities.”
Test Validation
The characteristics of a reliable test is analytic validity (accuracy in
detecting the specific entity it was designed to detect) and clinical validity
(accuracy for a specific clinical purpose, e.g., predicting response to treatment). Predictive tests also should be useful in clinical decision making and
in improving patient outcomes (clinical utility).
Determining the analytical validity of a predictive test is a long and
arduous process, Dr. Shak said. “Just as the development of a drug Â�cannot
be achieved by performing a single study, the same thing is true with regard
to the development of a predictive test and its validation.” Analytic validation requires showing assay performance, standardization and analytic
performance, and whether the assay performs the same under different
formats and conditions. To assess analytic validity, researchers must take
into account variability in sample preparation. For example, in the realworld clinical setting, there can be variability in the time from when tumor
tissue is harvested in an operating suite and is placed in formalin, as well
as in the time a tissue sample remains in formalin. An assay has to perform
consistently under all variations in sample preparation.
The development process for a predictive test also has to be standardized and reproducible. “Typically it takes us between 6 to 12 months to look
at reproducibility, and to ensure that every aspect of the assay is going to
be performed properly, and all the reagents are appropriately qualified and
the specifications are set. One needs to be patient in that regard—these are
critically important steps that can’t be avoided,” said Dr. Shak. His laboratory had to specify more than 150 standard operating procedures for its
5-step Oncotype DX test.
Determining the clinical validity and utility of a predictive test can also
be time consuming and challenging. These qualifications require showing
that the assay is “fit for purpose,” and ultimately provides some patient
benefit. Typically, a retrospective/prospective study is done to clinically
validate a predictive test and show its clinical utility, Dr. Schilsky explained.
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Exploratory or correlative analyses are done on clinically annotated specimens that were collected prospectively. The assay methods are applied
retrospectively after the clinical outcomes of the trial are known. Although
prospective clinical trials are viewed as the gold standard for determining
clinical utility, such retrospective/prospective trials suffice, as long as they
are done in a rigorous manner (i.e., a different dataset is used for clinical utility than was used for validation, and the analyses are prespecified,
robust, and show a large treatment effect), Dr. Amado said. A biologically
plausible effect gives further support for the clinical utility, and may preclude the need for a prospective study, he added. Dr. Daniel Hayes of the
University of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center concurred, saying,
“If you’re going to use archived samples, you have to be as rigorous as if it
was a prospective trial. You have to have a prospectively written protocol,
and put down the statistical power you think you’re going to get. And you
need more validated datasets if you’re using archive samples than you would
for a prospective clinical trial.”
Dr. Friend cautioned that sometimes the dataset originally Â�collected—
and on which the retrospective/prospective analysis is done to show a
biomarker’s clinical validity or utility—may have a skewed population
or bias. He suggested making sure that such biomarker studies apply to a
broad population. Dr. Ratain added that researchers and clinicians should
be careful about overinterpreting nonreplicated findings. “Retrospective is
fine as long as it’s well replicated. All too often you see findings presented
at prestigious meetings that really are not well replicated.” Dr. Ratain also
noted that randomized trials are often “a missing metric” in the assessment
of predictive tests.
Risa Stack of Kleiner Perkins Caulfield and Byers stressed that the ability to use archived samples is key to innovation in personalized medicine.
Traditionally, she said, such use of archived samples has not been allowed in
the FDA approval process. Without this avenue of study, companies have
to do prospective studies that may take as long as 10 years to complete. By
that time, the therapies for which the predictive tests were developed may
no longer be relevant. However, Dr. Mansfield of the FDA pointed out that
the FDA has always allowed archive samples when it is appropriate to use
them, and offers a guidance document about using leftover samples that
are deidentified.
Dr. Shak pointed out that it can be statistically challenging to determine the clinical validity and utility of predictive tests that use genomic or
genetic microarray technology. The multiple analyses done simultaneously
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with these predictive tests increase the likelihood that an initial association
detected as statistically significant will ultimately end up being an artifact.
“The good news about looking at thousands of genes is the fact that you’ll
always see positive results,” he said. “One of the obstacles of this field is
human nature—when one sees a little bit of results in 70 patients, it’s
really easy to get excited and feel you’re only 10 yards away from having
the next best test. We need discipline and very close interaction with our
statistical colleagues—both the clinical biostatisticians and the non-Â�clinical
Â�biostatisticians—so you can identify artifacts and show reproducibility,
outliers, and linearity,” Dr. Shak said. For example, recent evidence reviews
and recommendations by the EGAPP working group suggests there is
insufficient clinical utility for several predictive tests that are currently
the standard of care, and that more studies are needed (EGAPP Working
Group, 2009a, 2009b).
To truly confirm initial findings and clinically validate a biomarker,
researchers often have to conduct studies using large number of patient
tumor samples. Several speakers noted the difficulties in acquiring sufficient
numbers of tumor samples. Dr. Shak said the clinical validation study done
on the Oncotype DX test would have been impossible if the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project, a clinical trials cooperative group,
had not preserved tissue samples it collected in the 1990s to establish the
benefit of chemotherapy in women with breast cancer (Paik et al., 2004).
“There should be funding that would allow us to be able to collect and save
tissue blocks so we can learn from our studies,” said Dr. Shak. Dr. Schilsky
pointed out that the quality and variability in the biospecimens collected
at various sites participating in clinical trials necessary to validate predictive
tests can also be problematic. Dr. Mass called for having more repositories
of frozen tumor tissue that is properly collected.
An alternative method to retrospective/prospective trials for validating a biomarker is to conduct prospective biomarker-drug codevelopment
Â�studies, in which patients are identified as biomarker positive or biomarker
negative, and both groups are randomized to receive the new treatment
versus standard treatment. However, accruing the large number of patients
needed to validate a biomarker in this manner is a major hurdle, especially
when the expected outcome is minimal, and the treatment being tested
with the biomarker is already available clinically, Dr. Schilsky noted. “It’s
far easier to just give the treatment to the patients,” he said, adding that
the numbers of patients required for a biomarker validation study often
far exceed the number of patients needed to assess the clinical efficacy of a
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drug. Dr. Mass added that “it’s almost impossible to do prospective validation unless you go to some part of a developing country where no access
to these drugs is available, but there are ethical challenges with doing that.
These prospective validation studies are just not achievable.”
Ms. Bonoff and another participant suggested tapping the advocacy
community to foster more patient outreach and education on biomarkers,
with the intent of encouraging more patients to participate in clinical validation trials on biomarkers. She suggested using a strategy similar to that
used by Dr. Susan Love, who used the Internet to create a “million-person
army” of women with breast cancer; participating women are notified of
clinical studies on breast cancer, including clinical trials on breast cancer
drugs (Love/Avon Army of Women, 2009). Many of these women volunteer for such trials. “We need to figure out a way to get patients themselves
to say, ‘I want these assays. I know they’re not sound yet, and I want to help
build them,’ ” said an unidentified participant. Dr. Debra Leonard of the
Weill Cornell Medical College suggested capturing data from the medical practices of early users of predictive tests. These data could be used to
analyze the clinical value of those tests, perhaps with the aid of electronic
medical records.
The low level of funding for validating biomarkers has also hampered
their development, several speakers asserted. Federal grants and other
incentives traditionally are geared toward individual accomplishments, but
the translational research needed to further personalized medicine is a collaborative process, said Dr. Shak. “The biggest policy issue to me is how
we can better align all of our incentives across the board to get us working
together as a team in order to deliver on the promise of personalized medicine,” he said.
Dr. Schilsky raised the need for commercial partners in biomarker
validation studies. Dr. Ratain said his experience was that corporate entities were uninterested in supporting his pharmacogenetic research on the
metabolism of irinotecan, which led to tests that predict adverse reactions
to the drug. Instead, he relied on the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
for funding. Only when the FDA changed the drug label of irinotecan to
include information that linked a specific genetic variant with a heightened
risk of an adverse reaction to the drug did corporations show an interest in
developing predictive tests for the variant, he said. The reluctance of drug
companies to support the development of predictive tests is a major impediment to the transfer of this technology. “There is a lack of a corporate entity
that has the financial wherewithal to really develop these tests,” he said.
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Dr. Schilsky added that academic collaborations with industry partners to
conduct these trials often results in legal tussles over who owns the data or
specimens collected, and other intellectual property right issues. “We can
spend years in negotiation over these types of issues,” he said.
Patent claims on predictive tests also can impede innovation if one has
to acquire numerous patent licenses to develop a multigene test, and there
are competing patent licenses on different sets of genes, Dr. Ratain pointed
out. Dr. Mass commented that a use patent on Oncotype DX should prevent people from using the same 21 genes in the assay in the same way, but
should not prevent investigators from striving to improve such assays using
some of those genes or using the same genes, but in a different way or for
a different purpose.
Another factor that can hamper biomarker development and validation is the requirement that academic laboratories conducting predictive
tests must achieve the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of
1988 (CLIA) certification, Dr. Schilsky said. “This is a huge issue in making the transition from moving an assay from an academic research lab into
a more clinically informative setting,” he said. “We’ve had CALGB trials
we have been doing for which we’ve had to find alternative laboratories in
the middle of the trial because all of a sudden this stringency about using
CLIA-certified laboratories has increased, and we’ve had to say to a research
lab that’s been doing an assay for years, ‘You can’t do this assay anymore
because you’re not CLIA certified.’ It’s a big obstacle.” Dr. Roy S. Herbst
of the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center added that this could also pose a
problem for researchers using adaptive trials to test predictive markers.
This requires identifying the markers and then testing them in real time
within the same trial, “so this whole idea of CLIA and how we’re going to
do it and get paid for it when the assays are being developed in real time
is a pressing issue,” he said.
Test Reliability
Even if all the obstacles above are overcome, and tests and clinical Â�trials
do reveal the analytical validity, clinical validity, and clinical utility of a
predictive test, the reliability of test results can still be problematic due to

â•‹The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988. Public Law 100-578.
(October 31, 1988).
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inaccuracies in how the test is performed in the laboratory. Â�Emblematic of
these issues are tests for HER2 amplification.
The breast cancer drug Â� Herceptin is only effective in women with
tumors that have excess copies of the HER2 gene. When Herceptin was
ready for clinical testing, a technique used to detect gene amplification
called Â�fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) was in its infancy and was not
appropriate to use to detect HER2 amplification, said Dr. Mass. Instead,
Â�researchers at Genentech developed a test that used an immunohistochemical technology to detect HER2 protein levels, which, when elevated,
indicate gene amplification (Mass, 2009). When Herceptin first came out
on the market, its label specified that it be used in conjunction with this
“HercepTest” diagnostic.
Shortly afterward, further tests by Genentech suggested that the
FISH test for HER2 amplication was more accurate and reliable than the
Â�HercepTest. Four years later the FISH test entered the market, and was also
added to the Herceptin label as an option for discerning patients likely to
respond to the drug. However, for reimbursement and other reasons, the
FISH test is often only done when the HercepTest test gives an equivocal
result, so many more HercepTests than FISH tests are conducted, Dr. Mass
noted.
Despite the break throughs in HER2 testing, lab testing errors can be as
high as 20 percent even in CLIA-certified labs, according to a study done by
the College of American Pathologists (CAP) and ASCO (Table 1) (Wolff et
al., 2007). This suggests the need for Â�better quality control and standardiza-

TABLE 1â•‡ HER2 Diagnostic Test’s Error Rates (Concordance Central
vs. Local Lab, Study N9831)
JNCI 2002
(total n = 119)

ASCO 2004
(total n = 976)

JCO 2006
(total n = 2,535)

IHC 3+
(HerceptTest)

74%

79.5%

82%

FISH +
(PathVysion)

67%

85%

88%

NOTE: ASCO = American Society of Clinical Oncology, JCO = Journal of Clinical
Oncology, JNCI = Journal of the National Cancer Institute.
SOURCES: Shak (2009); Wolff et al. (2007).
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tion in HER2 testing, Dr. Shak said. Ms. Bonoff added, “There’s significant
variation in the results of these commonly used HER2 tests in different
laboratories, as well as different tests for the same marker, illustrating the
crying need for standardization of testing parameters. As a patient advocate,
I must point out how unnerving it is for patients when they face ambiguous
and/or divergent results from predictive tests. We need the investment and
policies that encourage bringing those technical innovations to standardized and practical implementation. The process of standardization is very
important.”
Dr. Hayes added that “the best marker stinks unless the assay is done
well.” He noted that the ASCO/CAP HER2 guidelines have led to CAP
establishing proficiency requirements for HER2 testing. For a lab to achieve
CAP accreditation for HER2 testing, it must achieve a 95 percent concordance with a central reading (CAP, 2007). He believes the FISH test’s
accuracy has been overestimated in comparison to HercepTest. “I think
FISH has been done well because Mike Press does it well, and the people
at Mayo Clinic do it well. But there are just as many mistakes in FISH as
there are in HercepTest,” he said.
Translation Challenges
An additional technological hurdle to personalized medicine in oncology is implementing predictive tests into clinical practice. For example, an
analysis by United Healthcare revealed that patients who are eligible for
Herceptin often do not receive it, and those who are unlikely to respond
to Herceptin are often treated with the drug (Phillips, 2008). This analysis
estimates that as many as a third of patients may have received inappropriate treatment, Ms. Bonoff reported.
Ms. Bonoff was also critical of the shortcomings of Herceptin as a treatment for breast cancer. About a quarter of breast cancer patients overexpress
the HER2 gene, and thus are eligible for treatment with Herceptin. Of
those eligible, she said, about 5,000 U.S. patients receive Herceptin without any clinical benefit, and about 7,000 patients who could derive benefit
are not being treated because of a false-negative test result (Phillips, 2008).
Even patients who do respond to Herceptin eventually usually experience
a recurrence of their breast cancer (Romond et al., 2005). “As patients, we
have a tempered view of all the latest promises of breakthroughs of tests
that will reduce our treatment, and rarely do; of new biomarkers that will
make a real difference, and have not,” she said. “Don’t oversell personalized
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medicine. We know that breast cancer is many different diseases, and treatment that is tailored to specific tumor characteristics seems like a logical
research path to follow. But we must remember that an intervention in the
lab is years away from clinical impact. We are going in the right direction,
but we should not jump the gun before the evidence is in. I am concerned
about promising new approaches to diagnoses that are hyped before they are
adequately validated or don’t positively impact patients. The most elegant
and innovative scientific research in the world means nothing if it can’t help
any person to live longer or better.”
Ms. Bonoff also asked researchers not to neglect prevention in their
efforts to develop personalized medicine. “Right now we have poor tools
to determine who is at risk for developing disease, and end up applying
a one-size-fits-all approach to most screening and prevention interventions. This results in overuse of medical resources and overdiagnoses,”
she said.
Contributing to the misuse of predictive tests is also insufficient physician education, Dr. Ratain pointed out. “The average clinician knows
very little pharmacology and genetics, so how is he or she supposed to use
pharmacoÂ�genetics?” Mark Gorman of the National Coalition for Cancer
Survivorship asked, stating that ultimately the decision to use predictive
tests will be made by clinicians and their patients. “There are policy ways
to try and address the knowledge and skill of the clinicians, decision support, and the time that clinicians have to spend with their patients trying
to support and sort through complicated bodies of information,” he said.
Ms. Bonoff also stressed the need to educate physicians about new developments in personalized medicine, questioning how quickly new treatment
protocols are disseminated into the communities where most patients are
treated. “Once we figure out which patients benefit from a specific treatment, when all the evidence is in, will we make the clinical changes necessary to make sure that only those patients receive treatment? How do we
integrate new evidence into existing clinical practice?” she asked.
The Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetic Testing (SACGT) (the
predecessor to the current Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetics,
Health, and Society, or SACGHS) recognized that the clinical use of genetic
testing could be improved by enhanced genetic education of healthcare
providers, insurers, and patients (SACGT, 2000b). Clinical decision support
tools, such as electronic medical records, might be able to fill in some of the
gaps in that education, said SACGHS Chair Dr. Andrea Ferreira-Gonzalez of
Virginia Commonwealth University. These tools can discern the information
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from a patient’s record that will help physicians to make their clinical decisions. However, “it’s not [known] how that would play out as we continue
to leverage the information technology of the electronic medical record to
start mining the data to not only improve [health care], but also improve
the education of healthcare providers,” Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez said. Â�SACGHS
also recommended that the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) allocate resources to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), Agency for Healthcare Research and Â�Quality (AHRQ),
Health Resources and Services Administration, and National Institutes of
Health (NIH) for research and development of clinical decision support systems (SACGHS, 2008a). Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez stressed that “you can do the
testing, but if the clinician or the consumer doesn’t know how to interpret
the test, you might as well have not done the quality testing.”
Dr. Ratain noted that clinicians will probably have to wrestle with
data overload problems. The commercial software packages that clinicians
typically use are not designed to reliably analyze and interpret the immense
amount of data generated with genome-wide typing or sequencing. He also
questioned the availability of these tests to clinicians at large. Dr. Johnson
noted that there may also be limited availability of patient tumor tissue
for such testing, especially for inaccessible tumors, such as lung cancers.
Dr. Mass added that a biomarker study his company did on ovarian cancer
required them to remove a large piece of tumor with a laparoscopic biopsy.
It took a year to acquire the Institutional Review Board approvals for the
protocol at the half-dozen sites in which they conducted the study.
Codevelopment Challenges
Several speakers stressed the need to develop biomarkers concurrently
with targeted drugs. Dr. Shak noted that it was not until Herceptin was in
Phase III testing that a clinical assay was developed to identify people likely
to be responsive to the drug, and “we scrambled over the last 9 to 12 months
to find a commercial partner to work out what needed to be done in order
to present data to the FDA regarding the HercepTest. An important lesson
that I and many of us have learned is that you don’t want to think about that
late,” but rather it is important to start developing a biomarker assay early on
in the drug development process. Ms. Bonoff said, “Tamoxifen and Herceptin
are perfect examples of how it’s so important that the discovery of predictive
biomarkers must not exist in a void, and that the successful development of
drugs depends on the parallel development of predictive biomarkers. If we
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don’t want drugs to be developed in a void, we must ensure that the interdisciplinary work needed becomes standard practice or we’re just wasting time.”
Dr. Hayes noted that the chances of codevelopment of a tumor marker
and a therapeutic occurring at the start of clinical testing are about 10 percent, because often what was originally thought to be a good marker for
the therapeutic turns out to be ineffective, and a new tumor marker shows
more promise. He suggested that the FDA should stipulate that no registry
trial be accepted without a prospective codevelopment plan, or at least a
prospective plan for a specimen bank, and a transparent system to access
specimens that provides adequate protection for intellectual property rights.
“The sin is that the large pharmaceutical companies have not collected and
bagged and stored specimens so that we could ask questions from the trials
that they’ve run,” he said.
“A lot of therapies are generic, like chemotherapy, that we apply right
now based on prognostic factors,” Dr. Hayes noted, “but we could really
come up with better predictive factors for these therapies.” He suggested
that in addition to codevelopment of specific markers, testing of generic
markers for existing chemotherapies should also be done. Dr. Leonard concurred, noting that “there is a tremendous amount of research on markers
for the proper use of existing drugs. But if you’re going to fix the marker
development, validation, and implementation system for the new drugs,
please do it for existing ones too.” Dr. Bruce Quinn of Foley Hoag, LLP,
added that biomarkers for generic drugs are just as important to develop as
those for new branded drugs.

Regulation of Predictive Tests

T

he predictive tests used in personalized medicine are overseen by
two federal agencies—the FDA and the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS). The Medical Device Amendments of
1976 to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act brought the marketing of devices, including in vitro diagnostics, under FDA regulation (hereÂ�
inafter, in this report, “companion diagnostic tests.”) The FDA has exercised regulatory discretion with regard to laboratory-developed predictive
tests (hereinafter, in this report, “laboratory-developed tests”), and does not
oversee the development of these tests. The laboratories that provide these
tests are, however, subject to oversight by CMS under CLIA, with the goal
of ensuring quality laboratory testing services.
The FDA and CMS authority for the oversight of predictive tests are
described in detail below. These sections are followed by a discussion on
whether the current, dichotomous system is the best approach to overseeing
these types of tests.
Overview of the FDA’s Regulation of Predictive Tests
Dr. Alberto Gutierrez of the Office of In Vitro Diagnostic Devices
(OIVD), FDA, explained how the FDA regulates companion diagnostics
â•‹The
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(predictive tests that have gone through the FDA approval process). He
began his talk by pointing out that “in personalized medicine, the companion diagnostic really becomes key, because if you’re going to be given
a therapeutic, or you’re going to be taking a clinical action based on the
companion diagnostic, the diagnostic has to be right.” The Medical Device
Amendments of 1976 gave the FDA authority to regulate devices, including
companion diagnostic tests, based on the amount of risk that is linked to
the use of that device. Devices are classified into one of three risk categories
(Classes I, II, and III), where Class I devices have the lowest level of risk and
Class III devices have the highest.
The regulatory requirements necessary for approval of a device are
based on the devices classification. Manufacturers of Class I devices, such as
Band-Aids or pH tests, have to register their test with the FDA and Â�follow
general controls, such as adhering to good manufacturing practices, reporting
device failures, and developing and using a system for remedying such failures
(FDA, 2009b). The requirements for Class II devices are more complex. This
is where most companion diagnostic tests fit into the classification scheme.
Manufacturers of Class II devices need to follow FDA guidance documents
that detail what manufacturers need to provide in order to receive FDA
market clearance of their medical device, quality system regulations, and
other special controls. They also must show that their device is substantially
equivalent to a device that is on the market, or was on the market before 1976.
This process is what the FDA calls “premarket notification (510(k))” (FDA,
2009b). Class III devices are the most complex and pose the highest degree
of risk. Manufacturers of Class III devices are required to submit an application for Premarket Approval (PMA) to the FDA that details the safety and
effectiveness of their device. The device cannot enter the market until after
the FDA reviews and approves this application (FDA, 2009b).
In general, “the nice thing about this regulatory process is that it is
quite malleable,” Dr. Gutierrez explained. “We can apply the necessary
regulation depending on both the risk of your test and its complexity,
so it allows the reviewers the ability to mold their regulatory process to
what you have.” The FDA determines a device’s risk classification based
on the intended use of the device. If a device has more than one intended
use, it will have a separate review process for each use. For example, “you
could have a device that is used for monitoring cancer, which will have a
lower risk than a device that does screening for cancer, because if you tell
somebody they don’t have cancer when, in fact, they do, you can actually
put them at very high risk,” Dr. Gutierrez said.
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In its review of devices, the FDA considers analytic validity (the accuracy of a test in detecting the specific entity that it was designed to detect)
and clinical validity (the accuracy of a test for a specific clinical purpose),
but not clinical utility (the clinical and psychological benefits and risks
of positive and negative results of a given technique or test). This means
that although the FDA evaluates whether a companion diagnostic test can
provide accurate information for clinical decision making, it does not thoroughly assess the risks and benefits of using the test on patients. However,
Dr. Gutierrez added that sometimes the FDA consults with experts as to
whether the risk of a device giving the wrong information outweighs the
benefits of allowing the test.
In addition, the FDA regulates companion diagnostic tests by ensuring that all of the claims made on a diagnostic test’s label are accurate and
can be supported by evidence. The OIVD review of device performance
is transparent with the reviews posted on the FDA website (FDA, 2009c).
The FDA also does postmarket surveillance, and takes action to help resolve
device failures when they are detected (FDA, 2009d).
In 2005 FDA published a white paper on codevelopment of diagnostics
and therapeutics, and established a procedure whereby a codeveloped drug
and companion diagnostic could undergo parallel FDA review and approval
(FDA, 2005). This process has led to drugs receiving FDA approval based
on studies that only tested the drug in marker-positive patients, rather
than on unselected populations. However, there are shortcomings to this
process, Dr. Gutierrez stressed. This type of testing does not conclusively
show that the drug’s effectiveness is linked to the companion diagnostic test
result because this conclusion can only be determined by testing the drug
in both marker-positive and marker-negative patients. “What we learned
from HER2 is that if you do a trial in which you actually have only markerpositive patients, in the end you actually know the positive predictive value
of the test, but not much else about the test,” he said. Such a study does
not indicate sensitivity, specificity, and the negative predictive value. This
poses problems when a competing biomarker is discovered because its comparative value to the older test cannot be fully ascertained given the lack of
information on the marker-negative population. However, one participant
noted that it would be difficult, if not unethical, to accrue patients who are
marker negative to a clinical trial of a targeted agent because they are not
likely to receive any benefit.
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Overview of CMS’s Regulation of Laboratories
Performing Predictive Tests
As discussed above, laboratory-developed tests are not currently regulated by the FDA, however the agency has the authority to do so. Instead
CMS regulates the laboratories that develop these tests through CLIA.
Laboratory-developed tests have historically been conducted in a single
laboratory on specimens that come from the nearby patient population.
More recently, laboratory-developed tests are being done in a single lab
using samples from all over the country. In contrast, FDA-approved companion diagnostic tests are generally developed by industry to be used in
laboratories throughout the country, if not the world. FDA companion
diagnostic “test kits” need to be more robust because anyone can buy the kit
and perform the test, regardless of their expertise, Dr. Leonard said.
The FDA has chosen not to regulate laboratory-developed tests because
of a lack of resources, according to Dr. Steven Gutman of the University
of Central Florida and former head of OIVD, and not necessarily because
they pose less risk than FDA companion diagnostics. When the decision
was made not to oversee laboratory-developed tests, most of these tests were
for research purposes and were not commercialized. However, today many
companies are using laboratory-developed tests because they present an
easier method of getting predictive tests on the market.
Dr. Penelope Meyers of CMS explained that there are no CLIAÂ�certified or approved tests because CLIA certifies and regulates the laboratories doing the testing, and not the tests themselves. A laboratory must
receive CLIA certification to be reimbursed by Medicare/Medicaid. In
addition to CLIA requirements, some laboratories must follow more stringent rules required by certain states for licensure and permits. The purpose
of CLIA was to ensure that patients receive the same quality of laboratory
testing, regardless of where the test is performed, be it in a hospital laboratory, a large reference laboratory, or a physician’s office, said Dr. Meyers.
CLIAS’s complexity requirements apply to all clinical laboratories and
their stringency depends on the complexity of the testing being performed
(high, moderate, or waived). FDA risk assessment is based on the impact
of the test result on decision making (low, moderate, and high risk based
on impact on patient.) Laboratories that perform testing with the lowest
degree of complexity (waived testing) are not subject to any routine CLIA
oversight, and do not get inspected. These laboratories are only required to
follow the manufacturer’s test instructions. Genetic-based predictive tests
are all considered to be high complexity. Laboratories that perform these
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tests must follow the most stringent CLIA requirements, including the most
rigorous personnel requirements. However, there are no specific personnel
requirements for genetic-based predictive tests.
CLIA oversight focuses on laboratory procedure, on the training of
laboratory personnel, and on the credentials needed for test interpretation.
CLIA oversees the registration, certification, and accreditation of laboratories, proficiency testing of the lab, regulations governing the physical
plan, record retention, and other facility requirements and quality control
systems. CLIA regulations require 84 listed analytes to have proficiency
testing; however, none of the listed analytes is for a genetic test. A current
CDC project is attempting to update the analyte list, partly in response to
the issues raised by the genetic testing community about proficiency testing,
Dr. Meyers said.
CLIA preanalytic requirements include those governing specimen
submission and handling. The major postanalytic requirement is that laboratories have systems for collecting, responding to, and acting on communications and complaints about performed tests. All laboratories, except for
those doing waived testing, are inspected every 2 years, and CLIA can take
enforcement action against labs that do not correct deficiencies detected
during inspections. It is important to note that CLIA does not have any
legal mechanism to enforce CLIA violations in laboratories performing
predictive tests that do not have CLIA certificates. However, there have been
instances where CMS CLIA offices have sent their state and regional office
surveyors into unregulated laboratories that were known to be conducting
predictive tests, and have been successful in having them either apply for
a CLIA certificate and submit to inspection or cease testing, Dr. Meyers
said.
CLIA has a lengthy list of requirements that ensures the analytic
Â�validity of the testing a laboratory performs, but CLIA does not regulate
the clinical validity of a test, unlike the FDA’s regulation of companion
diagnostic tests. Clinical research data are not required to support the
claims on the Â� laboratory-developed tests’ label, even if these tests are
linked to the same degree of risk and complexity as companion diagnostic tests approved by the FDA. In addition, there is no requirement for
reporting adverse events with Â� laboratory-Â�developed tests, nor is there
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public information on their analytic or clinical validity, as there would be
for tests that undergo FDA reviews.
“There is regulation that requires a laboratory director to offer testing
that is appropriate for the patient population, and this rule is sometimes
interpreted loosely to mean that the clinical validity of a test needs to be
considered,” said Dr. Meyers. “But CLIA really does not directly regulate
clinical validity, and we don’t require specific data on clinical validity for
laboratory-developed tests.” If CLIA surveyors notice anything questionable
about a laboratory-developed test during an inspection, they can consult
with an expert at CMS, CDC, and FDA, Dr. Meyers said.
When a laboratory is going to implement an FDA-approved or -cleared
companion diagnostic test, the laboratory must verify that the test’s performance specifications are met. But for laboratory-developed tests, the
laboratory establishes its own performance specifications, such as analytical
sensitivity, specificity, and other performance characteristics required for
test performance, and can begin offering the test once a laboratory director
deems these performance specifications suitable.
Should the FDA Do More?
Some companies have tried to use the CLIA regulatory pathway for
their predictive tests inappropriately, rather than go through the FDA
approval process. For example, LabCorp put its OvaSure test on the Â�market
as a laboratory-developed test, even though it was actually an in vitro diagnostic test according to the FDA. Eventually, LabCorp pulled OvaSure
from the market due to FDA pressure. Recognizing this confusion in the
regulation of laboratory-developed tests, the FDA published the Analyte
Specific Reagent rule in 1997 and again in 2007, which specified that the
materials used in laboratory-developed tests must follow FDA rules for
Class I devices (FDA, 1997, 2007a). More recently, the FDA began working
on the In Vitro Diagnostic Multivariate Index Assay (IVDMIA) guidance
for high-risk, high complexity tests, such as Oncotype Dx (FDA, 2007b).
This guidance defines and specifies the regulatory status of IVDMIAs, and
clarifies that even when offered as laboratory-developed tests, IVDMIAs
must meet pre- and postmarket device requirements, including premarket
review requirements in the case of most Class II and III devices. However,
the FDA is not currently enforcing the IVDMIA guidance and it is unclear
when or if it will be finalized.
In addition, several speakers and discussants noted that these guidance
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documents are insufficient to counter the lack of regulatory parity between
FDA-reviewed companion diagnostic test kits and those Â� laboratoryÂ�developed genetic tests that fall under CLIA’s purview. “Industry sees a big
disparity between those tests that go to market as a Â�laboratory-Â�developed
test, and what they have to do to get an FDA-approved or -cleared test,”
said Dr. Gutierrez. Genentech recently filed a citizen’s petition with the
FDA that asked the agency to review its regulation of laboratory-developed
tests, with the aim of having all tests that are used or intended to be used
for therapeutic decision making undergo the same Â�scientific and regulatory
standards (Genentech, 2008). “There’s been a broad proliferation of assays
that are allegedly being used to make decisions about patient care without
any type of FDA clearance as it relates to efficacy or safety,” said Dr. Mass.
“We think that a lot of these claims are misleading, or certainly unsubstantiated by the kind of data that would be required of a drug manufacturer to
get marketing approval for a drug.”
An example of such unsubstantiated claims is a predictive test used
to determine the likely responsiveness of lymphoma patients to rituximab
therapy. The maker of this test claims it will enable physicians to “confidently
predict” whether lymphoma patients will respond to rituximab (PGxHealth,
2009). This claim was supported with data generated by the company
that devised the test, which showed that when individuals with follicular
Â�lymphoma are homozygous for a specific gene, they will have a 100 percent
response rate to the drug, whereas those who are heterozygous or completely
lack the gene will only have a 67 percent response rate (Figure 6) (Cartron et
al., 2002; PGxHealth, 2009). “The confidence intervals here are quite wide
and overlapping so one could really question whether the claims being made
by this assay system are relevant,” said Dr. Mass.
Genentech did its own analysis of the test on patients with diffuse lymphoma, and found that when rituximab was added to the cycloÂ�phosphamide,
doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP) chemotherapy protocol
sequentially in a few hundred patients, the tumors of 40 percent of those
homozygous for the gene progressed on the regimen, compared with
57 percent of those that were heterozygous or completely lacking the gene—
a much less striking difference, Dr. Mass noted (Vose et al., 2009). A larger
study may have revealed more differences between the homozygous and
heterozygous patients. However, Dr. Mass said, unlike the univariate analysis
done by the maker of the test, Genentech did a more statistically rigorous
multivariate analysis in which it corrected for other prognostic variables not
considered in the simpler analysis. “We don’t think physicians or patients
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FIGURE 6â•‡ Data from PGxHealth on follicular lymphoma patients receiving Â�Rituximab
monotherapy. This study shows that when individuals with follicular lymphoma are
homozygous for a specific gene, they have a 100 percent response rate to Rituximab,
whereas those who are heterozygous or completely lack the gene only have a 67 percent
response rate. Response is defined as Figure
complete 6
or partial response, and non-response is
defined as stable or progressive diseaseR01618
by Cheson criteria.
NOTE: F/F = lack the gene, F/V = heterozygous for the gene, V/V = homozygous for
vector
the gene, n = 10 for the V/V group,
n = 39editable
for the F/V or F/F group.
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should be subjected to this test without more rigor around the claims being
made about it,” he said. “We think that any test that’s making a claim about
clinical effectiveness should be reviewed by the FDA.”
Dr. Mass also questioned the claim that laboratory-developed tests do
not have to be reviewed by the FDA because they tend to not pose safety
hazards. In the context of predictive tests, safety can be defined as the right
patient getting the right drug, and the wrong patient not getting the wrong
drug, he noted. However, there are limited examples of these types of
safety issues being considered for laboratory-developed tests because CLIA
does not require this type of record keeping. As a result, it may take years
for safety problems in laboratory-developed tests to become apparent, he
pointed out. “Did Mrs. Jones actually get the right therapy based on some
assay that was conducted, and was her outcome altered in some way by that
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treatment?” To ensure tests are safe, there needs to be some clinical validity
or utility measurements, he said.
Dr. Gutierrez concurred that predictive tests that are intimately tied
to a therapeutic should be approved by the FDA, whether or not they are
laboratory developed, because “for the drug to be safe and effective, the
device itself has to be controlled.” Yet several tests that are intimately tied to
therapeutics did not undergo FDA review, including Oncotype DX.
FDA regulation of laboratory-developed tests might stifle innovation
and prevent the iterative development of these tests that often occurs,
Dr. Gutierrez pointed out, but Dr. Mass disagreed that this would be problematic. Dr. Mass recognized the lack of resources that currently prevents
FDA from reviewing laboratory-developed tests, but added, “If we believe
as a community that this needs to happen, there are certainly ways that the
resourcing can be applied to review the tests that we think are important to
review. The CLIA process is essential in terms of laboratory quality, but it’s
not really closing the loop on proper clinical validation. If we can’t improve
this regulation, we can never fully realize the promise that personalized
medicine should bring to patients.”
An additional reason for providing more comprehensive regulation of predictive tests is that drug developers want more predictability,
Dr. Gutierrez said. Ms. Stack called for increasing clarity on both the
regulation and reimbursement of predictive tests so venture capitalists,
such as herself, can continue to develop innovative companion diagnostic
companies. “I don’t want more regulation. I just want clarity because it’s
really hard to develop a business when you’re not clear of how it’s going to
be regulated and reimbursed,” she said.
Is the Status Quo Appropriate?
Some speakers and participants questioned whether FDA review of
laboratory-developed tests would be sufficient. “Everybody talks about the
FDA pathway as the gold standard ideal, but there are lots of problems with
the FDA process,” said Dr. Leonard. “Nor do I believe that the CLIA process is perfect,” she added. Dr. Hayes said that when he and others develop
ASCO guidelines, “We don’t care if the FDA has or has not approved a
test, because FDA approval doesn’t mean the test should be used to take
care of patients, and possibly the best test we have in breast cancer now
[Â�Oncotype DX] has never been approved by the FDA. The whole system
needs to be revamped. We need to review tests the same way we review
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drugs.” Ms. Bonoff concurred, saying, “The controlled, randomized clinical
trial has been the gold standard for drug treatment. Why shouldn’t that also
be the standard for tests that will guide the use of therapy? We really need
to know that the tests are dependable because we’re making decisions that
affect our lives based on these tests. The current system makes no sense. Predictive tests are now in the clinic without FDA review, and FDA-reviewed
companion diagnostic tests may be used for non-approved means. There is
an essential need for stronger criteria and oversight to replace the current
patchwork system.”
Dr. Leonard agreed that “the systems need to be tweaked to ensure
greater safety and demonstration of efficacy where there are holes.” However, she expressed concern that making every laboratory-developed test go
through an FDA review process would slow down the development and
use of these tests. The pathway for a laboratory-developed test to enter the
market is rapid, whereas the FDA-approved test pathway is much slower.
“Please don’t eliminate the rapid pathway for test availability. That would
be throwing the baby out with the bathwater,” she said. Instead, she suggested that FDA review should be done on those tests with high complexity,
and for those tests being performed by institutions on patient specimens
collected from outside the local community. An institution does not have
the same degree of control over commercialized assays when specimens are
coming from all over the country or world.
Ms. Gail Javitt of the Genetics and Public Policy Center, Johns Â�Hopkins
University, said, “It’s wrong to think that a one-size-fits-all approach to the
regulation of all laboratory-developed tests and genetic tests would work.”
She suggested having different regulatory pathways based on risk. In 2008,
the SACGHS recommended that HHS convene a multistakeholder, publicand private-sector group to develop criteria for determining the appropriate
oversight of laboratory tests, and a process for systematically applying the
criteria, said Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez (SACGHS, 2008a). “Before increasing
oversight, the benefits and harms to patient access and cost should be considered,” she said.
However, SACGHS’s predecessor, SACGT, recommended premarket
review for all predictive tests, including laboratory-developed tests, said
Dr. Wylie Burke of the University of Washington, and former member of
SACGT (SACGT, 2000a). It suggested that premarket review should be
streamlined, and a template should be developed to standardize the FDA
review process for discerning tests that are more complex. The primary
goal of this template-driven approach is accurate labeling, according to
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Dr. Burke. Labeling of predictive tests should specify the intended use of
the test, the specific actions that will follow from use of the test, the clinical condition for which the test is performed, as well as specificity, analytic
validity, and any known clinical validity and clinical utility. Transparency
about the current state of knowledge for a test might provide protection
against unsafe testing, Dr. Burke said.
When it comes to ensuring the quality of the testing itself (analytic
validity), Dr. Leonard stressed that the quality of testing done by CLIAcertified labs through laboratory-developed tests is virtually the same as that
for FDA-reviewed tests. FDA reviews of tests are done using the same template for providing standard information on a companion diagnostic test
as used by laboratories under CLIA, and the proficiency testing is Â�basically
the same for both laboratory-developed tests and FDA-regulated tests. One
analysis found a 98.1 percent accuracy with samples sent to laboratories
for proficiency testing for a broad range of genetic tests, most of which
are laboratory developed (SACGHS, 2008b). This is comparable to the
97.6 percent accuracy in proficiency testing done for HIV-1 screening and
cardiac markers for heart attacks, Dr. Leonard noted.
Dr. Leonard added that there is no evidence that laboratory-Â�developed
genetic tests are of poorer quality than other laboratory tests. The Â�SACGHS
report concluded that genetic testing is not an exceptional type of laboratory
test (SACGHS, 2008b). “For the purposes of oversight of genetic testing,
that is, analytical validity and clinical validity, we consider that genetic and
genomic testing is not different from other testing we do in the laboratory,”
said Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez. “There are quality issues across the board,” Dr.
Leonard added. “Stop focusing on laboratory-developed tests and genomic
tests as special. There are problems with tests that we currently do that aren’t
laboratory-developed tests or aren’t genetic tests. We need to focus on the
quality and proper use and interpretation of all tests,” she said.
Dr. Leonard and other participants at the workshop claimed that the
main quality issue that needs to be addressed better in regulation is the need
to show clinical utility, which neither the FDA nor CLIA requires. “We
need to know [whether] these tests [are] usefully affecting the outcome of
patients in the clinic. Neither of these processes gets at that,” Dr. Leonard
said. However, Dr. Mass pointed out that determining clinical utility is difficult to do because “there’s not consistency of what clinical benefit really
means as yet.” Dr. Ralph Coates of the CDC added that a 2007 IOM report
â•‹CAP
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on biomarkers called for defining the translation pathway for biomarkers
more clearly (i.e., determining what information on clinical validity and
utility is needed, and what kind of research should be done to acquire this
information) (IOM, 2007). He noted that in research, “there seems to be
more interest in novel findings—what’s new—rather than summarizing
what we really do know and don’t know.” He suggested there should be
more systematic evidence reviews, and support for research addressing
knowledge gaps identified from those systematic evidence reviews.
In addition, personalized medicine and predictive tests are rapidly
evolving, and need to be continuously evaluated for testing outcomes,
said Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez. Dr. Herbst added that “we’re dealing with new
information that changes maybe not the analytic validity of the test, but the
clinical validity and ultimately probably the clinical utility.” Dr. Gutierrez
pointed out that the way the FDA deals with new information is to specify
what is currently known and unknown on the label of a diagnostic or
therapeutic. “The iterative nature of this is very challenging, and we have a
mechanism for getting products out in the market quickly, but if it’s investigational, we think patients deserve to know,” he said. “When we know
something’s a winner—it’s been hit out of the ballgame—we try to clear or
approve it. When we know it’s a loser, we lie down like we are in front of
the railroad tracks trying to block it. And when it is in this gray zone, we
try to label it.” An example of this regulatory behavior was pointed out by
Dr. Amado, who noted that the FDA has agreed to include information
about the lack of activity of anti-EGFR antibodies in the setting of KRAS
mutations in the labels (i.e., while the indication remains broad, the label
states that in a retrospective analysis, patients with KRAS-mutant colorectal
tumors did not benefit from panitumumab or cetuximab, drugs that target
the EGFR) (Amgen, 2008; ImClone Systems, 2008). This explicit labeling was, in part, a compromise between the test developers, who thought
it was not feasible to do a prospective analysis, and the FDA, who wanted
prospective data to evaluate the test.
Policy Suggestions
In addition to suggesting that the FDA review all laboratory-developed
tests or all complex tests, speakers and discussants made several suggestions for improving the regulation of predictive tests. These suggestions
included
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• strengthening the proficiency requirements for laboratory
personnel;
• increasing the transparency of data collected on laboratoryÂ�developed tests;
• restructuring and coordinating the oversight of companion diagnostic tests;
• improving FDA and CLIA enforcement of predictive test regulations; and
• assessing the clinical utility of predictive tests before or after they
enter the market.
Improve Laboratory Proficiency
Laboratories performing predictive tests must enroll laboratory
Â�personnel in proficiency tests specific to the subspecialty of the tests they
will be evaluating. CLIA requires proficiency testing of personnel at least
once every 2 years for non-waived tests. However, a major deficiency of
CLIA is that it does not require proficiency testing for all tests. Dr. Leonard
suggested that one way to improve the regulation of laboratory-developed
tests is to require stricter proficiency qualifications and personnel qualifications for predictive tests. She also suggested requiring proficiency testing
for any test performed in the laboratory, regardless of whether the tests are
FDA approved. Dr. Hayes pointed out before CAP proficiency testing was
implemented for HER2 tests, 15 to 20 percent of HER2 analyses were done
incorrectly in CLIA-certified labs. “As we began to have CAP proficiency
testing, where your feet are put to the fire every 6 months, we’ve seen agreement go from 65 to 70 percent to close to 90 percent,” he said.
Ms. Javitt described a longstanding concern about the lack of mandatory proficiency testing for genetic tests because there is no specialty for
them under CLIA. Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez added that legally, laboratories
are required to perform proficiency testing on only 84 analytes. SACGHS
debated whether or not to recommend regulation to require proficiency
testing for all analytes for which proficiency testing material is available.
However, this requirement would have been problematic because the
Â�analytes needed to do proficiency testing for genetic tests are often unavailable, and genetic tests are a rapidly moving target. Consequently, SACGHS
decided to recommend that HHS fund studies to assess alternative ways to
â•‹42
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conduct proficiency testing for genetic tests, including splitting samples
with other laboratories or retesting one’s own samples. SACGHS also recommended that HHS ensure funding for the development of certified or
validated reference materials that can be used to validate assays. In addition,
it recommended increased funding for the development of assay, analyte,
and platform validations that could be used for quality control assessment
and standardization of testing among different laboratories (SACGHS,
2008b).
The FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) has
developed many guidance documents on the acceptable levels of performance characteristics for predictive tests. Dr. Ratain suggested that Â�insurers
could require that predictive tests be performed in labs that meet the standards specified in these guidance documents, regardless of whether the tests
are subject to FDA approval.
Increase Transparency
Ms. Javitt stressed the importance of making proficiency data public.
Currently, the CAP collects and compiles these data, but does not release
the data to the public. “There should be a way for the public to access
proficiency testing data so that they can make decisions about laboratory
quality,” she said. Dr. Leonard agreed there should be transparency in how
laboratories operate and perform, and added that she understood that under
CLIA, CMS is directed to make proficiency testing results public, but it
does not currently comply with this requirement.
The need for transparency of data about predictive tests, including data
that have been traditionally considered industrial “trade secrets” not to be
divulged to the public, was stressed by Robert Erwin of the Marti Nelson
Cancer Foundation. “We are missing huge chunks of information, and the
quality of decisions depends a lot on the quality of information going into
making those decisions,” he said.
The SACGT report recognized the need for more transparency in data
collected on predictive tests, and recommended that genetic test Â�developers
be required to provide information on analytic validity, clinical validity,
and clinical utility, said Dr. Burke. The committee knew that data on
â•‹Section 353 of the Public Health Service Act, Section f on Standards, #3 on
Â�
Proficiency
Testing, part F on page 228, states that Proficiency Testing results must be publicly available.
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clinical validity and clinical utility was likely to be very limited (SACGT,
2000a). However, “the point was that there should be transparency. ManuÂ�
facturers should provide what they know and what they don’t know,
including citations to the literature,” she said. SACGHS subsequently also
recommended that HHS appoint and fund a lead agency to develop and
maintain a mandatory, publicly available, Web-based registry for laboratory
tests. It directed that a committee of stakeholders should determine what
information should be entered into this registry (SACGHS, 2008b). The
Twenty-First Personalized Medicine Coalition and the American Clinical
Laboratory Association have also both supported the idea of registering
laboratory-developed tests.
A mandatory registry of laboratory-developed tests offers a number of
benefits. It would help foster truth in labeling, Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez said.
In addition, Dr. David Parkinson of Nodality, Inc., noted that this sort of
registry would be extremely helpful in discerning the underlying biology
governing the effectiveness of biomarkers and targeted drugs. “So much
of what I hear about in the biomarker world is isolated tests, one point in
time. The real information and meaning of these tests come when you are
actually following patients longitudinally and when there’s some sort of
intelligent life force looking at the result of the biological characterization,
the therapeutic action, and the outcome. Then you start to understand what
the biology means,” he said. Dr. Herbst added patients and physicians both
feel a great deal of confusion or lack of knowledge about recently developed
predictive tests. He promoted the development of a registry that would
provide real-time information so that patients could be treated in the best
possible way.
Restructure and Coordinate Oversight
To address the problem of having two independent regulatory paths
for predictive tests under the FDA and CLIA, several presenters and
participants suggested ways to restructure and coordinate this oversight.
Dr. Darryl Pritchard of the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO)
suggested reorganizing CLIA as a part of the FDA, and therefore under
the same leadership structure to enable a system-wide approach to addressing regulatory gaps. However, Dr. Gutman replied that “it would be both
an administrative and statutory challenge to do so because CLIA and the
FDA are administratively and legally driven by widely different starting
points. Although if you want to think out of the box and push this, it
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certainly strikes me that anything is possible if you’re trying to fix a broken
system.”
Dr. Hayes suggested that all oncology regulatory activities within the
FDA—both devices and therapies—be consolidated under a single branch
or committee. Dr. Mansfield pointed out that the CDRH and the Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research do have an intercenter oncology working group that considers both cancer diagnostic and therapeutic issues
(FDA, 2009a). However, Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez noted that the review
by SACGHS uncovered a number of duplicate efforts assessing how to
improve the oversight of genetic/genomic technologies among government
agencies and offices within HHS. “They were not talking to each other.
In some instances, they were doing exactly the same fact finding without
even sharing some of the information,” Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez said. This
discovery of bureaucratic redundancy led SACGHS to recommend that
the Secretary of HHS should coordinate efforts in personalized medicine
within the agency, and consider creating a new HHS office for this purpose
(SACGHS, 2008a).
“There are several solutions,” Dr. Gutierrez stressed. “But if you don’t
have the FDA doing the regulation, you’re going to have to come up with a
way to do it that makes sense, that people actually believe in, that is independent of both the laboratories and the manufacturers, and that is credible.”
Peter Collins of DxS Ltd. pointed out that globally, FDA regulation is seen
as the gold standard to emulate, and any changes to that regulation would
have global implications.
Improve Enforcement
Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez suggested that the current regulations for predictive tests should be more uniformly enforced. She noted that when
Â�SACGHS solicited comments from stakeholders, a number suggested the
need for better enforcement of current regulations related to laboratory testing. “Sometimes some of the problems we see are due to the regulation not
being fully enforced,” she said. Consequently, SACGHS recommended that
the gaps in the enforcement of existing regulations for analytic and clinical validity be identified. For example, CLIA surveyors cannot inspect and
close down laboratories that are not CLIA certified. They are restricted to
providing information about a laboratory to the Government Accountability Office, and must rely on this office to take corrective action. SACGHS
also recommended that CMS be empowered to take direct enforcement
actions against labs that perform clinical tests without proper CLIA certi-
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fication, including those that offer direct-to-consumer testing (SACGHS,
2008b). In addition, increasing the enforcement discretion of the FDA for
laboratory-Â�developed tests would not necessarily require new legal authority, Dr. Mansfield noted.
Assess Clinical Utility
Many participants and speakers acknowledged the need to assess the
clinical utility of predictive tests. “Clinical utility today is being used by
third-party payers to reimburse the testing that we do, but what we’re starting to realize is that we don’t have a lot of clinical utility data because we
don’t have the infrastructure to see what information is needed, and fund
the collection of that data,” said Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez. Neither laboratories
nor manufacturers have the resources to assess the clinical utility of genetic
tests, for example, by building on the CDC’s Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention (EGAPP) initiative (SACGHS, 2008b).
The Medicare Evidence Development and Coverage Advisory Committee (MEDCAC) identified clinical utility as a key issue for evaluation in
Medicare coverage decisions, and recommended that Medicare use EGAPP
methods in its evaluations of genomic tests (CMS, 2009c). SACGHS recommended that HHS create and fund a public/private entity to assess the
clinical utility of predictive tests and develop a research agenda to address
gaps in knowledge. SACGHS also recommended that HHS conduct public
health surveillance to assess health outcomes or surrogate outcomes, practice measures, and the public health impact of predictive testing (SACGHS,
2008b). In addition, SACGHS recommended that researchers develop
more evidence of clinical utility in genetic tests (SACGHS, 2006, 2008b).
Dr. Coates noted that research to assess the population health benefit
of genetics or genomics-based tests or treatments comprise less than 3 percent of all published genetics research (Khoury et al., 2007; Woolf, 2008)
(Figure 7). “The CDC is currently collaborating with the NCI to assess
cancer genomics funding in specific, and how much of it is used for disÂ�
covery, versus application, versus assessing the population health benefit of
new genomics applications.” A separate CDC/NCI effort on the comparative effectiveness of cancer care and prevention included the statement: “To
date, there’s been no systematic research conducted to compare the clinical
effectiveness and cost effectiveness of cancer care and prevention based
on genomic tools and markers compared to existing standards of care and
prevention” (NCI, 2009a).
Stakeholders at an NIH/CDC Personal Genomics Workshop in
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FIGURE 7â•‡ The research community’s interest in implementation processes wanes
along the continuum of cancer translation research. Ninety-seven percent of genetics
research is published in the T0 and T1 phase.
SOURCES: Coates presentation (June 8, 2009); Khoury et al. (2007); Woolf (2008).
Figure 7, R01618.
Adapted from Khoury, M. J., M. Gwinn, P. W. Yoon, N. Dowling, C. A. Moore, and L.
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Figure
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in genomic
medicine: how can
we accelerate the appropriate integration of human genome discoveries into health care
and disease prevention? Genetics in Medicine 9(10):665–674. Reprinted with permission
of Wolters Kluwer Health.

December 2008 agreed that more multidisciplinary research should be done
to fill knowledge gaps on the clinical validity and utility of predictive tests,
Dr. Coates noted. (Khoury et al., 2009b; NCI, 2008). Participants also
recommended that both personal and clinical utility be assessed, and that
researchers should link science to evidence-based recommendations (NCI,
2008). The CDC, with the NIH and other organizations, has initiated the
Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention Network (GAPPNet)
to increase communications among stakeholders to improve translation of
genomic applications (Khoury et al., 2009a). Relevant stakeholders include
test developers and others doing translational research; those developing
evidence-based recommendations by linking evidence to practice guidance
in a transparent and credible way; practitioners in clinics, public health, and
community practice; and patient advocates.
Two examples from EGAPP that highlight the need to do more
translational research evaluating the clinical utility of predictive tests are
the recent evaluations of (1) breast cancer gene expression profiles, and
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(2) the UGT1A1 genotyping. EGAPP used the systematic, evidence-based
process it developed for evaluating predictive tests, and other applications
of genomic technology in transition from research to practice, to evaluate these two applications of genetic/genomic technology (Teutsch et al.,
2009). EGAPP found insufficient evidence to make a recommendation for
or against the use of tumor gene expression profiles to improve outcomes
in women with Stage I or II node-negative breast cancer (AHRQ, 2008;
EGAPP Working Group, 2009a). EGAPP’s evidence review found adequate
evidence of the clinical validity of Oncotype DX and MammaPrint, but
inadequate evidence of the clinical utility of Oncotype DX and no evidence
of the clinical utility of MammaPrint. The analytical validity for both tests
was also inadequate. Similarly, EGAPP did not find sufficient evidence to
make a recommendation for or against the routine use of UGT1A1 genotyping in metastatic colorectal cancer patients, said Dr. Coates (EGAPP
Working Group, 2009b; Palomaki et al., 2009).
However, one participant noted that guidelines and research reviews,
such as EGAPP, are often based on a higher degree of efficacy than what
doctors use for their clinical decisions. Dr. Hayes suggested that for a test
to be clinically useful, its effect must be large enough that clinical decisions
based on the test results have acceptable outcomes. These outcomes include
cure, improved survival or palliation, or decreased exposure to toxicity due
to useless therapy. The most useful tumor markers indicate those patients
whose prognosis is so good or so bad that they are not likely to experience
improvement with treatment, he said. In these patients the risks of therapy
outweigh the benefits.
Ways to Capture Clinical Utility Data
Several suggestions were offered on how to improve the collection of
clinical utility data needed to fully evaluate tests. Dr. Leonard suggested
creating a registry of test and treatment outcomes, akin to the evidence
development that CMS requires for treatments it considers investigational.
During the data collection phase, the treatment or test would be reimbursed
by Medicare/Medicaid. “This would allow new tests to get out there in
medical practice only if you’re collecting data on them,” she said. Such collection and analysis of data would be aided greatly by a national electronic
health record system, which would allow real-world data to be collected and
used to determine clinical utility. “I would argue that you have to start at
the bedside before you go to the bench, if you’re doing healthcare research,
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because you have to have research that’s driven by clinically relevant questions,” Dr. Leonard said. If the data do not indicate clinical utility, the
predictive test should be taken off the market.
Conceptually, such a registry would be more comprehensive than the
registry of predictive tests proposed by SACGHS or SACGT. Dr. Leonard
said she envisions a registry that would be disease based, and include all
patients receiving the test or treatment, including all age, racial, and ethnic
groups. “One of the problems when we do clinical trials is that often they
don’t mimic what we do in real clinical practice,” she said. “The registry
would create a pathway to acquiring clinical validity and utility data without
the need for randomized, controlled clinical trials that are very costly, and,
everyone agrees, would be very difficult to do for diagnostics.”
Dr. Hayes pointed out that the proposed registry data would be
confounded by the information doctors are given about the tests. Some
patients would do well with or without treatment, and a test that predicts
they would do well with treatment might lead physicians to assume they
subsequently did well because of the treatment. But Dr. Leonard argued
that physicians are now using tests for clinical decisions despite the lack of
data on how clinically useful the tests are, and the advantage of the registry
is that these data would be collected and analyzed. “In our current way of
doing it, we don’t get any of that data back,” she stressed. “It’s just not a
good data collection process, and we may be able to speed it up if we did
have some data collection.” Data analysis for the registry may have to be
done differently than for a randomized, controlled clinical trial, she added,
because all of the potential confounding factors could not be controlled.
Dr. Austin countered that “health professionals have lots of hypotheses
out there, and some prove to be right, and some prove to be wrong. But
we don’t know which ones are right and which ones are wrong until we do
tests with proper control groups. So why not just do these studies? Why
put things out on the market and then try to finagle proper control groups
around it, which is very hard to do. What scares me is when doctors come
into my lab and say ‘I want this test’ because of some paper they read that
was probably of a study performed on just 23 subjects.”
Dr. Leonard disagreed, pointing out the repetitive nature of medical
practice. For example, she noted that if the main mutation in cystic fibrosis
(CF) had not been discovered and a test for it put into practice, researchers
would never have uncovered additional mutations that can cause CF, nor
would those with the first mutation have been helped. “Some knowledge
does allow us to move forward,” she said. “There are processes that are
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alive and well and functioning in medicine, and I don’t know that they’re
necessarily bad.”
The FDA could play a serious role in safety determinations of predictive tests, Dr. Friend observed, while still allowing a dynamic, iterative
process for determining clinical utility. “Imagine a world where not thousands of patients were enrolled in trials, but millions, and they involved
drugs that were already approved,” he said. “Even though a drug was first
given for only one indication, 2 years from when it was first approved,
the evidence-based data could come back in and change the indication,”
without having to undergo the lengthy process that is currently involved
in having a drug label changed. For this to occur, patient advocates “would
have to step up and say we need care that’s more personal,” and encourage
more patients to enroll in trials, he said. Dr. Mass added that the potential
evidence that could be developed by a registry similar to what Dr. Leonard
proposed is great, but he stressed that the FDA should be involved to ensure
postÂ�marketing data are collected. “You’d need to have some leverage, and I
don’t think CLIA could do that,” he said.
Another issue is off-label use of drugs or tests. Dr. Hayes noted that
such use makes it difficult to accrue patients to trials assessing new indications. For example, it took 13 years to accrue enough subjects to conduct
a randomized, controlled trial on the use of the prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) test for prostate cancer screening because the PSA test was already
approved for monitoring the progress of prostate cancer (Andriole et al.,
2009; Schroder et al., 2009). “Because the assay was out there and being
used, it took much longer to get the data we wanted,” he said. The off-label
use of a questionably useful test also made the predictive test regulation
appear inconsistent, Dr. Quinn said.
Off-label use of tests can also be risky for patients, stressed Mr. Collins
of DxS Ltd. The use of a test without sufficient evidence can lead to
patients being denied treatment based on an unproven test that indicated
the individual was unlikely to respond to the drug. “There has to be a better
mechanism for dealing with this,” he said. Dr. Leonard pointed out that
European countries with universal health care coverage control test use
based on evidence. “It’s not that you don’t get the test paid for. You don’t get
the test period” if there’s no evidence, she said. “Part of healthcare reform
has to look at the decision-making process of who gets what, when, and not
just whether it gets paid for or not.”
One participant noted that creating a prospective registry of test
Â�consumers—primarily practitioners—could indicate which predictive
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tests are being used by doctors for which purposes, and what clinical decisions are being influenced by the test results. Although a registry would not
be as robust as a clinical trial, it could still provide some useful information.
Another participant pointed out that the registry of treatment outcomes created by the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, which includes data from 150 cystic
fibrosis centers throughout the country, has led to dramatic improvements
in treatments and outcomes for cystic fibrosis (CFF, 2009). “It led to a tremendous dialogue between patients and centers as to what they are actually
doing, in terms of quality care, which has now led to many centers improving
their performance,” he said. Similar non-regulatory strategies for collecting
and improving the clinical utility of predictive tests could be implemented.
Ms. Stack noted that many predictive tests, such as Oncotype DX, provide
risk information, but ultimately, doctors make the final call on what that
risk means—they determine their own cutoff points for risk that warrants
treatment or not. “Ultimately, the doctor’s going to make that treatment call
and have a lot of data about it,” she said, so a registry that collects that data
would be useful in ascertaining the clinical utility of a test.
Dr. Ferreira-Gonzales noted the catch-22-like nature of clinical utility
determinations. “Some third-party payers are making decisions on the lack
of information that we have in these areas. But if we don’t offer the testing
and know how it was actually being used, we will never know this information. So we need to be able to gather this information on what the test
does for the patients, and SACGHS discussed the possibility of making a
decision to allow a test to enter the market dependent on evidence development via a registry, as has been done with CT scans and in other areas of
medicine.” Dr. Burke added that “there is a need to know, not only what we
know, but what we don’t know, because it’s what we don’t know that points
to the critical research that needs to be done. Clinicians on the front lines
are a very good source for that kind of information.”
A participant stressed the need for a test registry to report not only positive results of studies, but also negative results. “Another registry concept
would be the registration of validation studies prior to their initiation so
that we could follow up and make sure that the results of those studies are
subsequently presented and published.” Dr. Ferreira-Gonzalez responded
by pointing out that one of SACGHS’s recommendations was that both
positive and negative results should be shared in a Web-based system
â€•SACGHS, 2008b).
Dr. Friend agreed that the experimental evidence should be posted in
registries and made available to the public. However, he cautioned against
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having the FDA be responsible for the registry. “I’m not sure the FDA needs
to do that,” he said. The FDA should be responsible for regulating analytical
and clinical validity, but not clinical utility. Mr. Erwin added, “When I hear
about proposals that the FDA should regulate everything, on the one hand
you don’t want to see innovation delayed or stifled. On the other hand,
if the standards are not high, the promise of personalized medicine will
never be realized, because there will be no real incentive to put the money
and time that’s necessary to do it right in order to get rewarded financially
or professionally. We need rigor without rigidity. As technology evolves
and as unexpected things come along, the regulatory framework has to be
adaptable enough to deal with that without extremely long delays. If new
technology can’t fit into a box that’s so rigid that we can’t derive the benefit
from it, then there’s something wrong with regulation.”
Dr. Parkinson concurred, calling for more flexible regulation of predictive tests. “These tests are going to have to continue to evolve as the
therapeutics are evolving, and it’s almost like an iterative process. There
needs to be informed regulation. This requires a tighter link between biological characterization, and predictive test development and therapeutic
Â�applications—a strategic approach to the regulation recognizing that these
diseases are being redefined by the tests, and by the effect of therapeutics on
patients characterized by these tests.” Dr. Parkinson called for having some
ongoing review of new information, akin to what EGAPP does.
Dr. Mansfield cautioned against just putting tests on the market before
adequately assessing their safety and effectiveness, and relying on a registry
to determine clinical utility. “There is already a mechanism for tests to go to
market before we know all their performance mechanisms, and it’s called an
investigational device exemption. It seems to work very well,” she noted.
Regardless of how clinical utility is assessed, it is a costly endeavor that
needs more federal financial support. Dr. Burke noted that SACGT asked
all federal agencies to indicate how much work they did in research relevant
to evaluating tests, and found “there was tremendous room for growth in
federal funding of research around the assessment of clinical utility. We
noted that healthcare funding decisions often function as an oversight
mechanism.” SACGT also recommended more federal government support for evidence-based guideline development related to predictive tests.
This recommendation has been realized to some degree through the U.S.
Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and EGAPP reviews of predictive
tests, Dr. Burke noted.

Reimbursement

I

n addition to technological and regulatory hurdles to the development
of personalized medicine in oncology, reimbursement hurdles also exist.
Drs. Jeff Roche and Amy Bassano of CMS described how Medicare
decides what predictive tests to reimburse and how much to reimburse for
a test. Their presentations were followed by critiques of the current reimbursement system, as well as suggestions for improving the reimbursement
of predictive tests.
Medicare Coverage of Predictive Tests
Dr. Roche explained that the Social Security Act of 1965 established
Medicare, a health insurance program run by the U.S. government for
individuals age 65 and over, or for individuals who meet special criteria.
Medicare pays for services and items that are reasonable and necessary for
the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury in those who qualify for the
program. In general, Medicare is not required to cover screening services,
although there are certain exceptions (e.g., Medicare covers the cost of Pap
tests, colorectal cancer screening tests, mammograms, and the PSA screening test). The diagnostic services that Medicare covers are done in a variety

â•‹The
â•‹The

Social Security Act of 1965. Public Law 89-97. (July 30, 1965).
Social Security Act. 42 U.S.C. § 1862(a)(1)(A) (2009).
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of settings, Dr. Bassano noted, including hospitals, physician offices, and
independent labs.
For a medical intervention to qualify as reasonable and necessary,
evidence must show, among other considerations, that the item or service
improves clinically meaningful health outcomes in Medicare beneficiaries
(CMS, 2009c). Evidence is assessed using standard principles of evidencebased medicine. CMS generally follows the evaluation process developed by
other agencies or advisory bodies, such as AHRQ, USPSTF, and EGAPP.
Genetic test coverage determinations are particularly challenging because
genetic tests can be used for both diagnostic and screening purposes,
Dr. Roche said. In addition, the evidence base is small for genetic tests,
and the science is evolving. “The ultimate health outcomes attributable to
genomic testing are not clear at this time,” Dr. Roche said, and there can be
dangers in making some coverage determinations prematurely.
More recently, CMS has begun using criteria for Analytic validity;
Clinical validity; Clinical utility; and Ethical, legal, and social implications
(ACCE) (CDC, 2009) in making decisions on whether sufficient evidence
exists to justify coverage of predictive tests. However, CMS has not yet formally adopted the ACCE framework or any other framework of evidence
for predictive testing. In general, CMS rates evidence according to health
outcomes. Diagnostic tests that lead to longer life expectancy, improved
function, or significant symptom improvement are rated higher than tests
that result in doctor confidence or earlier detection without improved
survival (Box 1).
Some Medicare coverage decisions are made at the national level of the
organization, but approximately 85 to 90 percent of coverage decisions are
made by local contractors (CMS, 2009b). Local contractors can increase
national coverage and reimburse additional procedures. For example, some
local contractors cover gene marker tests for hereditary cancer syndromes,
including ovarian cancer and colorectal cancer, assuming certain conditions
are met (i.e., the individual is clinically affected by the disorder and is willing to undergo pretest genetic counseling). While some contractors do not
cover these gene marker tests, local coverage of genetic analyses must be provided through a laboratory that meets ASCO’s recommended requirements,
and the patient must sign an informed consent form prior to testing.
Dr. Ratain pointed out that because laboratories can receive samples
for testing from all over the country, some local coverage decisions have
national ramifications. For example, a California Medicare contractor made
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BOX 1
Rating Evidence of Health Outcomes
More Impressive
• Longer life and improved function/participation
• Longer life with arrested decline
•	Significant symptom improvement allowing better function/
participation
• Reduced need for further burdensome tests and treatments
Less Impressive
• Earlier detection without improved survival
• Test result is a better number
• Image/scan looks better
• Doctor feels more confident
SOURCE: CMS presentation (June 9, 2009).

a decision in 2007 to cover chemotherapy sensitivity testing, and laboratories that provide this testing in southern California can receive samples from
anywhere in the United States. Dr. Ratain believes there is inherent unfairness in a system that enables a laboratory in one area of the country where
the predictive test is covered to do nationwide testing, yet deny reimbursement for such testing to a laboratory located in other areas with different
local coverage determinations. Dr. Roche acknowledged the inconsistency
in policy, but pointed out that “when you lose local coverage discretion,
you’re also losing the ability of a local coverage organization to respond to
the needs that are being expressed in that region of the country.”
Dr. Roche also stated that CMS often consults with experts in other
government agencies, such as those at the FDA and CDC, as well as with
professional societies such as ASCO, the American Society for Â�Hematology,
and the American College of Chest Physicians, when making coverage
decisions. “We are now realizing that things that are embedded outside of
CMS deserve more than a second look, and we’re trying to integrate this
information and understand better some of the implications [of coverage
decisions] on the system,” he said.
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Reimbursement Rates
Dr. Bassano explained how Medicare determines the payment rate for
diagnostic tests. The Medicare payment rate for diagnostics is calculated as
the lesser of
• the amount billed;
• the local fee for the area; or
• the national limitation amount (NLA) for the particular code.
The NLAs are on a fixed-fee schedule. For tests that had NLAs established before January 1, 2001, the NLA is 74 percent of the median of all
local fee schedule amounts. NLAs established on or after January 1, 2001,
are 100 percent of the median. Fees may be updated by statute, but are not
updated regularly. No updates occurred between 2004 and 2008. In 2009,
fee rates were increased by 4.5 percent. “This is an older system that hasn’t
had the same type of updating or scrutiny by Congress that some of the
other physician or hospital systems have. It’s not resource based, nor is it a
prospective payment system, and there’s really no opportunity for CMS to
reassess the payment rates for the codes,” said Dr. Bassano. Furthermore,
there are no budget neutrality requirements for Medicare reimbursement
of diagnostics.
Dr. Quinn asserted that the fixed-fee schedule for diagnostics hampers
innovation. For example, fee rates are currently around $14 for all PSA
tests, he said. This test frequently has been criticized by clinicians for insufficient specificity. If an improved version of the test was developed, this
would require substantial resources. However, the new test would receive
reimbursement at the same rate as the older, less effective PSA test because
of the lack of specificity in the fee schedule.
There is a process, however, for annually updating the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes for new diagnostics. (The CPT code categorizes the diagnostic and ultimately determines its fee rate.) To determine
the CPT code for new tests, the code can be crosswalked to an existing test,
pricing the new test at the same rate as a similar test that already has a CPT
code, or “gap filled.” Gap filling requires Medicare contractors to collect
data specific to their geographic area and to set a new price that reflects those
data. This process is burdensome, so most new code pricing is determined
by crosswalking. CMS collects public feedback on the new code pricing
before putting it into practice.
Dr. Bassano noted that many laboratory-developed tests come from
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independent labs that are not required to have a CPT code. Instead they are
given an unlisted code that the lab can use to bill, and that price is set by the
local contractor. These tests tend to be more expensive, costing as much as
thousands of dollars. Also, this coding process is not tracked as well as that
for tests using standard CPT codes, Dr. Bassano pointed out.
Alternatively, laboratory-developed tests can use a “stack” of generic
chemical-test steps represented by CPT codes such as “83898 DNA Amplification” (AMA, 2009). These stacked CPT codes are often difficult to track,
Dr. Quinn said. “You get a list of 30 CPT codes, and have no idea what the
test is, what was done, what the accuracy is, what the characteristics are, and
what the utility is.” Stacked codes can also provide disincentives to develop
step-saving innovations, Dr. Shak added, because the current system of CPT
codes pays for activity, not value. For example, an older test to detect methylation known as the Southern methylation analysis requires six steps, whereas
a newer PCR methylation test requires only four of those steps (Table 2).
Consequently, the older test is reimbursed at a higher rate, despite the fact
that the newer test has improved dependability and performance, eliminates
the need for radioactivity, and produces faster results. Laboratories that choose
to do the better PCR-based methylation test are paid less than those that

TABLE 2â•‡ Current System of CPT Codes Pays for Activity, Not Value

Southern methylation analysis

CPT
Code

Process

Units

Rates

1
2
3
4
5
6

Extraction
Digestion
Separation
Nucleic acid probe
Southern blot
Interpretation/report

1
1
1
1
1
1

$26.00
$51.00
$26.00
$26.00
$52.00
$26.00

Total = $207.00
PCR methylation analysis

1
2
3
4

Extraction
Digestion
Separation
Interpretation/report

1
1
1
1

$26.00
$51.00
$26.00
$26.00

Total = $129.00
NOTE: CPT = Current Procedural Terminology, PCR = polymerase chain reaction.
SOURCE: Shak (2009).
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continue to use the older test. “The rewarding of activity perversely can lead
to the performance of lots of unnecessary steps,” Dr. Shak said.
Several presenters and speakers said another major problem with the
reimbursement rates for predictive tests is that they are far lower than
therapeutics. For example, the Oncotype DX test, which identifies nodenegative, ER-positive breast cancer patients for whom chemotherapy is
unlikely to help, costs $3,500 a test, Dr. Hayes said. Yet he estimates that
the test provides a net healthcare savings of about $1 billion annually by
preventing the ineffective use of chemotherapy. Most health insurers balk
at the prospect of paying $3,500 for a test, but “that’s cheap if it’s going
to save $50,000 in chemotherapy expenses,” he said. Dr. Quinn added,
“Cost-saving innovations are potentially huge. We just need a pathway to
make it possible.”
Additionally, the high complexity of the technology used in many
predictive tests, such as gene splicing, should drive up the cost of the tests,
Dr. Quinn stressed. “Every test is almost like a master’s degree back when
I was in college.” He estimated that developing a new test can cost more
than $50 million, but may only be used by 10,000 patients a year. Breaking
even on development costs in 5 years would require recouping about $10
million, which boils down to a fee of a few thousand dollars per test. This
level of reimbursement would not result in a profit or cover operating costs
and other company expenses linked to the test, Dr. Quinn noted. Ms. Stack
concurred, noting that “It’s expensive to do quality development and we
need to be able to charge a fair market value [for our tests], like we do for
drugs. It’s not too much to ask to charge 10 to 20 percent of what a therapy
would cost for a diagnostic that’s innovative.”
Bundling of Payments
Dr. Bassano stated that Medicare prefers to have one payment for all
the services provided to a patient during a hospital stay. This often means
that the reimbursement for a test done on a specimen collected during a
hospital stay is bundled with a reimbursement payment for other hospital
services. The bundled payment is made to the hospital, not to the laboratory
doing the testing. Since 2001, Medicare rules state that the date of service
for reimbursed laboratory services is generally the date the specimen is collected (CMS, 2009a). If a specimen is stored less than 30 days, payment
for the test performed on that specimen is bundled into the payment for
the inpatient hospital stay, and there is no separate payment for the test,
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Dr. Bassano explained (CMS, 2009a). An outpatient center can also bill for
the test. For tests done on specimens stored for more than 30 days, the date
of service is the date the specimen was removed from storage, and payment
is separate from inpatient payments (CMS, 2009a). In this case, the lab
doing the test does the billing, rather than a hospital.
In response to complaints by stakeholders, this rule was modified in
2007 to allow some payments for tests to be unbundled from the payment
for hospital service. This exception applies if the test was performed on a
specimen collected during a hospital stay and stored for less than or equal
to 30 days, and one of the following conditions applies:
• The test was ordered at least 14 days following the date of the
patient’s discharge from the hospital.
• The specimen was collected while the patient was undergoing a
hospital surgical procedure.
• It would be medically inappropriate to have collected the sample
other than during the hospital procedure for which the patient was
admitted.
• The results of the test do not guide treatment provided during the
hospital stay.
• The test was reasonable and medically necessary for treatment of an
illness.
These exceptions are viewed as insufficient by some stakeholders, Dr. Bassano
noted. She said industry claims the inpatient bundling of payments was
not intended to cover the costs of expensive, complex tests, and that such
bundling inhibits the development of tests performed in a single location.
Laboratories do not want to negotiate the reimbursement rates for their tests
with hospitals located throughout the country, and would rather negotiate
directly with local Medicare contractors, Dr. Bassano said.
Dr. Quinn concurred, saying, “This means that the lab has to contract
with 5,000 hospitals, instead of one Medicare program or contractor. So
the transaction costs go through the roof.” Hospitals also do not want to
take on the audit risk, he added; there is an auditing requirement that hospitals track down all the hospital and doctor records involved in the testing
done on an oncology specimen acquired at the hospital. Often, specimens
are transported to multiple physicians or cancer facilities throughout the
country, so this is a major undertaking. In addition, by bundling tests into
hospital payments, CMS loses the opportunity to recoup payment if its
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audit of a lab determines the service was not medically necessary. “Once
the test is being done all across the country, in 3,000 hospitals, and with an
unlisted code, it’s no longer auditable,” Dr. Quinn said.
Ms. Stack observed that “a lot of our companies are testing samples that
were collected in a hospital, and they don’t want to wait 15 days to do the
genomic tests so that they can be in accordance with the 14-day rule,” she
said. Another problem with the rule is that it creates a bias against inpatient
cancer care because such care requires bundling of the test reimbursement
into the total hospital payment, rather than reimbursing the lab directly,
Dr. Quinn said. “If you have something like a brain tumor that requires
inpatient surgery, you’d be biased against developing a test for it, but if it’s
a lumpectomy with a lot of outpatient surgery, you’d be more biased to
develop a test for it. Large companies are very aware of that,” he said.
Dr. Quinn also questioned the logic of how Medicare bundles its payments, and called for more economically rational bundling. “If you bundled
the cost of a $2,000 lab test backward to an $80 office visit or a $4 blood
draw, it’s very hard to make economic sense out of that. If you would bundle
that cost forward to the $50,000 chemotherapy, people would be knocking
over themselves to use that test. So I think forward bundling could make
a lot of sense if it was tied to chemotherapy. There are old rules that don’t
apply now, and have really detrimental effects on the development of this
[genetic testing] industry,” he said
Value of Biomarkers
Dr. Hayes called for valuing markers as much as we value therapeutics.
This will “require a wholesale change of the system,” he said. “A bad tumor
marker is as harmful as a bad drug,” yet the evidence of safety and effectiveness required to put a tumor marker on the market is far lower than that
for a tumor therapeutic. “We would not let drugs into the market based on
Phase I data,” he said. “We insist on showing efficacy and safety before we
allow people to use the drug, and we don’t just say, ‘well let’s get it out there
and see if people like it’ because I think we convince or trick ourselves into
thinking we like something when, in fact, it may not be helpful.”
The lack of evidence on tumor markers is appalling, Dr. Hayes stressed.
Over the past 14 years, the ASCO Tumor Marker Guidelines Panel has
only recommended the use of four tumor markers, despite publications on
hundreds of such putative markers. The other markers the panel reviewed
lacked sufficient evidence. Most tumor marker studies are tested in retro-
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spective trials with multivariate or univariate analyses, he said, and have
small sample sizes. Markers are not often tested in sufficiently powered
Â�studies or meta-analysis studies in which the marker was the primary objective of prospective testing, or in prospective studies in which the marker was
the secondary objective (Hayes et al., 1996).
Despite their insufficiencies, the results of many tumor marker Â�studies
are published in reputable scientific journals, Dr. Hayes said. However,
it takes years for this type of study to gather enough evidence on clinical
utility. “We could truncate this entire process considerably by looking at
markers the way we look at drugs,” he said. The clinical utility of a tumor
marker can be shown through just one well-designed trial, he said, but using
archived samples with many built-in biases could take two or three trials.
“This makes it harder up front, but in the long run you actually get answers
quicker that way,” Dr. Hayes said.
Unfortunately, doing large, controlled, prospective clinical trials of
tumor markers would be much more costly, and untenable given the current reimbursement rates for predictive tests, Dr. Hayes said. “If we increase
the rigor required to introduce a new predictive tests to that required to
introduce a new drug, current reimbursement systems will smother innovation,” he said. Consequently, a vicious cycle is created: Because predictive
tests are insufficiently reimbursed, shortcuts are taken in their development
to save money, and their clinical safety and effectiveness is not adequately
determined. As a result of their questionable utility, insurers continue to
undervalue them and thus provide inadequate reimbursement (Figure 8).
Given the low rates at which tests are reimbursed, and the inconsistent and
often minimal amount of regulatory oversight on tests, “there is little incentive to do properly designed and controlled clinical trials,” Dr. Hayes said.
“Therefore, there is a much lower level of evidence for markers than there
is for drugs, less certainty of data, and less value for tumor marker clinical
utility because people don’t know how to use them.”
In addition, the NIH, academic institutions, and other sponsors of
clinical research do not value biomarkers as much as they do drugs, and
consequently do not provide adequate support for clinical trials of these
Â�markers, Dr. Hayes said. This adds to the vicious cycle. “Tumor marker
research is not perceived to be as exciting or as important as new therapeutics, especially the clinical component. There is less academic credit
and funding for those of us who do tumor marker work.” Dr. Leonard
concurred, saying, “The only thing we have to work with are convenient
samples because there is no funding. That’s an NIH decision. So we have
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FIGURE 8â•‡ Undervalue of tumor markers: A vicious cycle.
NOTE: CLIA = Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments.
SOURCE: Hayes Presentation (June 9, 2009).

Figure 8

to [work] with in vitro diagnostic
companies that don’t pay, and that’s not
R01618
respected in academia. It’s a vector
terrible editable
system and we have to fix it.”
Dr. Hayes proposed what he called a “virtuous cycle” to replace the current vicious cycle (Figure 9). In the virtuous cycle, tumor markers would be
highly valued, and thus researchers would receive greater funding for clinical trials to assess them. This would result in better evidence of their utility
and require higher levels of reimbursement. The end result would be strong
recommendations for clinical use of tumor markers that would occur much
sooner, with proven efficacy. The study section the NCI recently started for
cancer biomarker research is a first step toward implementing the virtuous
cycle, Dr. Hayes noted. Previously, grants for clinical research on tumor
markers were inappropriately reviewed by the pathology or therapeutic
study sections. Another positive step is the fact that criteria for reporting
tumor marker studies have been recently developed and adopted by scientific journals (Bossuyt et al., 2004; McShane et al., 2005).
To achieve the virtuous cycle, Dr. Hayes called on the patient advocacy
community to promote the value of tumor markers, and to insist that CMS
provide a higher level of reimbursement for predictive tests, commensurate
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FIGURE 9â•‡ Highly valued tumor markers: Virtuous cycle.
NOTE: FDA = Food and Drug Administration.
SOURCE: Hayes Presentation (June 9, 2009).

Figure 9
R01618
with what is provided for drugs
and
with a more rigorous approval provector editable
cess for tests. Dr. Phillips added that private payers are key drivers in the
reimburseÂ�ment system and need to change their reimbursement rates for
predictive tests.
In addition, Dr. Hayes suggested changing the method of caregiver
reimbursement so that doctors can spend more time with their patients
explaining predictive tests, and not be financially penalized for not
recommending chemotherapy because the test indicates it will not be
effective. “I can spend 15 minutes with a patient and say she should get
chemotherapy, and she’ll probably be quite happy because it sounds like
I’m being aggressive and doing the right thing, or I can spend 45 minutes
to an hour explaining what the 21-gene recurrence score is, and why that
patient probably won’t benefit from chemotherapy. If I do the Â�latter, I
think I’ll get $220 for the visit. If I do the former, my institution and
I get about several thousand dollars. That’s not right. It should be the
same, and I think we need to figure out how to make it the same,”
Dr. Hayes said.
“Paying for outcomes will [also] drive the development of markers, and
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until we pay for outcomes, the likelihood that there’s going to be money to
develop a predictive test is going to be small,” said Dr. Friend. Dr. Parkinson
added, “Maybe low levels of evidence will get low levels of reimbursement,
and high levels of evidence and clinical utility will get higher levels of
reimburseÂ�ment. So all of a sudden, the system will be motivated to perform.
We’re starting to see pay-for-performance on the therapeutics development
side. Maybe it’s time to have that on the diagnostics development side.”
Dr. Ratain said it might be worthwhile to “create a completely level playing field where all medical technologies are reimbursed as something that
is somehow tied to value.” Basing reimbursement rates for therapeutics on
the value they provide might lower the cost of drugs and provide funds for
increasing the price of predictive tests.
Several participants called for early reimbursement of predictive tests.
Dr. McCormick of Veridex noted that small device companies such as his
own operate differently from drug companies because they have less financial assets to do extensive clinical trials. Early reimbursement helps a device
manufacturer to fund these trials. Dr. Herbst also urged early reimbursement in clinical trials of tests that assess multiple tumor markers “so you can
[assess] the mutations you’re interested in and then look at others.” Both
Drs. Johnson and Small noted that it can be problematic to run clinical
Â�trials of predictive tests because it is questionable whether health insurers
will reimburse the cost of the tests.
Dr. Friend suggested developing an accelerated approval process for the
codevelopment of a diagnostic and therapeutic. Alternatively, a predictive
test could reach the market quickly for a new indication through off-label
use. However, Dr. Quinn noted that off-label use of a diagnostic by the
company that makes the test creates a conflict of interest, which is different
from that seen in off-label use of drugs or devices. “We have this conflict
that is more direct for innovative lab tests because the same company that
produces the test—does the innovation—is also selling it, and that doesn’t
occur anywhere else. GE makes positron emission tomography (PET) scanners and spends a billion dollars developing a new PET scanner. But then it
sells them, and a hospital and a doctor will get the profit or manage the use,”
he said. To recoup their innovation costs, companies that make laboratorydeveloped tests will be inclined to overpromote and overuse their tests.
Dr. Quinn also criticized relying on evidence-based medicine to
determine use and reimbursement of tests. “Say I have colon cancer with
a 10 percent chance of recurrence, and I have a PET scan that shows golf
ball–sized lesions all over my innards. This test has an odds ratio of 3,
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which means I have a 30 percent chance of having recurrent colon cancer.
It doesn’t make any sense in the context of the diagnostic test,” he said,
adding, “We have no good standard for coverage decisions. We say, ‘you
need more evidence,’ but there’s no unit of evidence. You don’t measure
evidence in cubic feet or in meters. We say ‘you need more evidence,’ but
against what standard? There’s absolutely none.” He stressed that predictive tests are conceptually quite different from therapeutics, and should be
evaluated differently.

Summary

D

uring 2 lively days of discussion, it became apparent that predictive tests that enable cancer treatments to be tailored to the
highly specific biochemical abnormalities that underlie a tumor,
rather than to the more general pathology, hold great promise for making
cancer therapy more safe and effective. These tests can be more predictive
of treatment response than standard clinical prognostics, and have already
become part of standard clinical practice for some cancers and cancer drugs.
However, in order to realize the promise of personalized cancer medicine, a
number of obstacles need to be overcome, including technological, regulatory, and reimbursement hurdles.
On the technological side, speakers and participants noted that
the research community needs to improve its understanding of genetic
pathways and how predictive tests work. It also needs to develop superior
methods of predictive test validation, improve test reliability, and advance
how predictive tests are used in clinical decision making. In addition,
methods for codeveloping biomarkers concurrently with targeted drugs
need improvement.
Many workshop participants expressed concern about the disparities in
the regulation of laboratory-developed tests and FDA-approved tests. This
lack of a well-defined process for biomarker development, validation, qualification, and use has reduced interest and investment in developing predictive tests. Speakers and participants suggested that the regulatory system
needs to be dynamic and able to adapt to rapid changes in technology.
63
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Finally, speakers and participants proposed that the reimbursement system needs to be adjusted to reward the development and use of high-quality
predictive tests. The current reimbursement system of coding, bundling of
payments, and using a fixed-fee schedule for predictive tests discourages test
innovation; does not adequately recognize the clinical importance of predictive tests; and is not value based. An IOM committee will examine these
issues further, and develop consensus-based recommendations for moving
the field of personalized medicine forward.
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Acronyms

ACCE
AHRQ
AML
ASCO

Analytic validity; Clinical validity; Clinical utility; and
Ethical, legal, and social implications
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
acute myelogenous leukemia
American Society of Clinical Oncology

CALGB
Cancer and Leukemia Group B
CAP
College of American Pathologists
CDC
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
CDRH
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
CF
cystic fibrosis
CHOP	cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, prednisone
therapy
CLIA
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
CMS
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
CPT
current procedural terminology
EGAPP
EGFR
EMEA
ER

Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and
Prevention
epidermal growth factor receptor
European Medicines Agency
estrogen receptor
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FDA
FISH
FLT3

Food and Drug Administration
fluorescent in situ hybridization
FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3

GAPPNet

Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention Network

HER2
HHS
HRSA

human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Health Resources and Services Administration

IOM
IVDMIA

Institute of Medicine
In Vitro Diagnostic Multivariate Index Assay

KRAS

v-Ki-ras2 Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog

MEDCAC

Medicare Evidence Development and Coverage Advisory
Committee

NCI
NIH
NLA

National Cancer Institute
National Institutes of Health
national limitation amount

OIVD

Office of In Vitro Diagnostic Devices

PCR
PET
PFS
PMA
PSA

polymerase chain reaction
positron emission tomography
progression-free survival
premarket application
prostate-specific antigen

SACGHS
SACGT

Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetics, Health, and
Society
Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetic Testing

UGT1A1
USPSTF

UDP glucuronosyltransferase 1 family, polypeptide A1
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force

Glossary

Allele – any one of a series of two or more different genes that occupy the
same position (locus) on a chromosome.
Analytical validity – the accuracy of a test in detecting the specific entity
that it was designed to detect. This accuracy does not imply any clinical
significance, such as diagnosis.
Clinical trial – a formal study carried out according to a prospectively
defined protocol that is intended to discover or verify the safety and effectiveness of procedures or interventions in humans.
Clinical utility – the clinical and psychological benefits and risks of positive
and negative results of a given technique or test.
Clinical validity – the accuracy of a test for a specific clinical purpose, such
as diagnosing or predicting risk for a disorder.
Companion Diagnostic Test – in this report, companion diagnostic tests
include tests that are predictive of a therapeutic response that have gone
through the FDA approval process.
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Diagnostic – the investigative tools and techniques used in Â�biological studies
or to identify or determine the presence of a disease or other condition.
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) – a receptor that is overproduced in several solid tumors, including breast and lung cancers. Its
overproduction is linked to a poorer prognosis because it enables cell proliferation, migration, and the development of blood vessels. Several new
drugs recently approved by the Food and Drug Administration specifically
target EGFR.
Genomics – the study of all of the nucleotide sequences, including structural genes, regulatory sequences, and noncoding DNA segments, in the
chromosomes of an organism or tissue sample. One example of the application of genomics in oncology is the use of microarray or other techniques to
uncover the genetic “fingerprint” of a tissue sample. This genetic fingerprint
is the pattern that stems from the variable expression of different genes in
normal and cancer tissues.
Herceptin – see Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) – a growth factor
receptor that is used as a breast cancer biomarker for prognosis and treatment with the drug trastuzumab (Herceptin), which targets the HER2
protein. The HER2 protein is overexpressed in approximately 25 percent
of breast cancer patients due to amplification of the gene.
Laboratory-Developed Tests – in this report, laboratory-developed tests
include tests that are predictive of a therapeutic response that have not gone
through the FDA approval process. The laboratories that provide these tests
are, however, subject to oversight by CMS under CLIA.
Off-label use – using a drug that either has not been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration or has not been approved for the purpose for
which it is being used.
Phase I trial – clinical trial in a small number of patients in which the
toxicity and dosing of an intervention are assessed.
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Phase II trial – clinical trial in which the safety and preliminary efficacy of
an intervention are assessed in patients.
Phase III trial – large-scale clinical trial in which the safety and efficacy
of an intervention are assessed in large numbers of patients. The Food and
Drug Administration generally requires new drugs to be tested in Phase III
trials before they can be put on the market.
Predictive tests – in this report, tests that are predictive of a therapeutic
response are referred to as “predictive tests.”
Premarket approval – a Food and Drug Administration approval for a new
test or device that enables it to be marketed for clinical use. To receive this
approval, the manufacturer of the product must submit clinical data showing the product is safe and effective for its intended use.
Premarket notification or 510(k) – a Food and Drug Administration
review process that enables a new test or device to be marketed for clinical
use. This review process requires manufacturers to submit data showing the
accuracy and precision of their product, as well as, in some cases, its analytical sensitivity and specificity. Manufacturers also have to provide documentation supporting the claim that their product is substantially equivalent
to one already on the market. This review does not typically consider the
clinical safety and effectiveness of the product.
Proficiency testing – laboratories performing non-waived tests must enroll
laboratory personnel in tests specific to the subspecialty relevant to the tests
they will be evaluating. The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments require proficiency testing of personnel at least once every 2 years.
Proteomics – the study of the structure, function, and interactions of the
proteins produced by the genes of a particular cell, tissue, or organism. The
application of proteomics in oncology may involve mass spectroscopy, twodimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, protein chips, and other
techniques to uncover the protein “fingerprint” of a tissue sample. This
protein fingerprint is the pattern that stems from the various amounts and
types of all the proteins in the sample.
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Qualification – the evidentiary process of linking an assay with biological
and clinical endpoints that is dependent on the intended application.
Ras gene – a gene encoding for a signal transduction protein that has been
found to cause cancer when the gene is altered (mutated). Agents that block
its activity may stop the growth of cancer.
Trastuzumab – see Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.
Validation – the process of assessing the assay or measurement performance
characteristics.

Appendix A
Workshop Agenda
National Cancer Policy Forum
Workshop on
Policy Issues in the Development of Personalized Medicine in Oncology
National Academy of Sciences Building – Lecture Room
2100 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001

DAY 1: MONDAY, JUNE 8, 2009
8:00 am

Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:30 amï¿½

Welcome from National Cancer Policy Forum and
Overview of the Workshop
David Parkinson, Nodality, Inc.
Roy Herbst, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center

8:45 am

Technological Hurdles: Vignettes
Multiple Genetic Changes in Breast Cancer – Stephen Friend,
Sage Bionetworks
KRAS in Colorectal Cancer – Rafael Amado, GlaxoSmithKline
EGFR in Lung Cancer – Bruce Johnson, Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute
FLT3 in Leukemia – Donald Small, Sidney Kimmel
Comprehensive Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins
Pharmacogenomic Issues in Drug Development – Mark
Ratain, University of Chicago Medical Center
Moderator – Fred Appelbaum, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center
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10:30 am BREAK
10:45 am Technological Hurdles: Professional Perspectives
Clinician Perspective – Richard Schilsky, University of Chicago;
Cancer and Leukemia Group B
Drug Developer Perspective – Robert Mass, Genentech, Inc.
Diagnostic Developer Perspective – Steven Shak, Genomic
Health, Inc.
Patient Perspective – Amy Bonoff, National Breast Cancer
Coalition
Moderator – Richard Schilsky, University of Chicago; Cancer
and Leukemia Group B
12:45 pm LUNCH
1:45 pm

Regulatory Hurdles: Overview of Past Recommendations
The Original Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetic
Testing – Wylie Burke, University of Washington
The Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genomics, Health and
Society – Andrea Ferreira-Gonzalez, Virginia Commonwealth
University
Moderator – Steven Gutman, University of Central Florida

2:45 pm

BREAK

3:00 pm

Regulatory Hurdles: What Is the Status Quo?
What Is the Food and Drug Administration Currently Doing?
– Alberto Gutierrez, Office of In Vitro Diagnostic Devices,
Food and Drug Administration
How Do the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
Oversee Laboratory-Developed Tests? – Penelope Meyers,
Division of Laboratory Services, Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services
What Can the Center for Disease Control and Prevention Do
to Help in the Assessment of New Tests? – Ralph Coates,
Coordinating Center for Health Promotion, Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
Moderator – Steven Gutman, University of Central Florida

4:30 pm

Adjourn Day 1
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DAY 2: TUESDAY, JUNE 9, 2009
8:00 am

Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:30ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½
am Regulatory Hurdles: Looking Forward
	ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½å°“ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½
Why the Food
ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½å°“ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½
and Drug Administrationï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½
Should Do More
– ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½ï¿½
Robert Mass, Genentech, Inc.
Is the Status Quo Appropriate? – Debra Leonard, Weill Cornell
Medical College
Moderator – Steven Gutman, University of Central Florida
10:00 am 	BREAK
10:15 am Reimbursement Hurdles
Medicare Coverage and Reimbursement – Jeffrey Roche,
Coverage and Analysis Group, Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services and Amy Bassano, Center for Medicare
Management, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Clinician Perspective – Daniel Hayes, University of Michigan
Comprehensive Cancer Center
Policy Perspective – Bruce Quinn, Foley Hoag, LLP
Moderator – Peter Bach, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center
12:15 pm	BREAK – Please Retrieve Prepared Lunch and Return for
Working Lunch with Last Session
12:30 pm Reactions to the Workshop
Patient Perspective – Robert Erwin, Marti Nelson Cancer
Foundation
Industry Perspective – Stephen Friend, Merck & Co, Inc. and
David Parkinson, Nodality, Inc.
Clinician Perspective – Roy Herbst, M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center
Venture Capital Perspective – Risa Stack, Kleiner Perkins
Caulfield and Byers
Moderator – Gail Javitt, Genetics and Public Policy Center,
Johns Hopkins University
1:30 pm

Adjourn Day 2
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Workshop Speakers and Moderators

Rafael G. Amado, Oncology Medicine Development Center,
GlaxoSmithKline
Fred Appelbaum, Clinical Research Division, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center
Peter B. Bach, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
Amy Bassano, Center for Medicare Management, Centers for Medicare
& Medicaid Services
Amy Bonoff, National Breast Cancer Coalition
Wylie Burke, Department of Medical History & Ethics, University of
Washington
Ralph Coates, Coordinating Center for Health Promotion, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
Robert Erwin, Marti Nelson Cancer Foundation
Andrea Ferreira-Gonzalez, Department of Pathology, Virginia
Commonwealth University
Stephen Friend, Sage Bionetworks
Alberto Gutierrez, Office of In Vitro Diagnostic Devices, Food and
Drug Administration
Steven Gutman, College of Medicine, University of Central Florida
Daniel F. Hayes, University of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center
Roy S. Herbst, Thoracic/Head & Neck Medical Oncology, M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center
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Gail Javitt, Genetics and Public Policy Center, Johns Hopkins University
Bruce E. Johnson, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Debra G. B. Leonard, Weill Cornell Medical College, New YorkPresbyterian Hospital
Robert Mass, Genentech, Inc.
Penelope Meyers, Division of Laboratory Services, Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services
David R. Parkinson, Nodality, Inc.
Bruce Quinn, Foley Hoag, LLP
Mark J. Ratain, University of Chicago Hospitals
Jeffrey C. Roche, Coverage and Analysis Group, Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services
Richard Schilsky, University of Chicago, Cancer and Leukemia Group B
Steven Shak, Genomic Health, Inc.
Donald Small, Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center
Risa Stack, Kleiner Perkins Caulfield and Byers

